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students" elected to

plliipate in Haverford's mid-year room draw

tlirJar. Sixty-six Haverford students and 27
IIJaMawrters took their chances in the "rnini-

by Penny Chang.

lftlto move to or from one of Haverford's

!M!O(IIIS.
ilduding students who

gradu ated

last

~.students going on leave and students

!llllllling from leave, the mid-year migration af- ,
il1rd a total of !58 hi-College students roomi!llrdesiring to room at Haverford. Accordill to Haverford's Officer of Housing, Robin
lliiD, this number is about the same as last

Jill·
llomstated that a large number of those who
!ltltd the draft entered hoping to move from
• mimum density housing fo campus singles,
tbile the number who wished to move because
liaious personality conflicts with roommates
Cl ntigbbors was "quite small."
The ilitistics back up Doan's statement. The
0

l~J!ftmoreclass, which had

the lowest seniority
in lilt spring's room draw and ended up, therein, with the highest percentage. of maximum
dcmity rooms this fall, were by far the most
ser to change rooms. Twenty-five sophocms competed in the draw compared with 18
i.:nioffi, 12 freshmen and 11 seniors.
Bryn Mawr sophomores, too, competed in
H!l'erford's room draw with greater frequency
~ the other classes. Bryn Mawr sophomores
lllle up roughly half of all Bryn Mawr
sllllents in the "mini-draw."
The majority of those who wished to switch
campuses elected Haverford's housing over
Bryn Mawr's. Twelve of 18 Bryn Mawr
(badminton, baskerball, gytnnalri~
mdtnts and 12 of 20 Haverford students who
and swiJnming) bad achanCe roCOfr
ceatrate on their sport ol'er Ik ' - to change campuses after fill semester
- Haverford.
weekend·
With~ to off-campus housing, students
tiling mImerrord housing elected to move off
l 12lllpUs. 0n!y five students living off campus
llXId to return to campus housing second
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A slow melt hit the area during the past week, chiseling away at the two inch layer
of ice that was deposited during the weekend. The welcomed melt wasn't with it's
disadvantages, making for sloppy going between classes.

~!!~lester.

(Continued on page 8)

·Velvets arJd>furs sigr)ify S.C.A~s Twelfth-night celebration
by Sabrina Seidner
A'lilllllan robed in red velvet and fur crosses the room, trailed
~ the tr.tin of her fairy princess· headress. Most of the women

~ low-~ed, wide sleaved gowns (known as houppleandes)

1

Ql rope belts loosely draWn about their waists.
Abarefoot young man from a pre-shoe society wanders about

~his condition, while a knight dressed in black, places a

hlrned helmer on his head. In one corl).er of the room, dancers
~the Tango·an<t, in the other, a merchant offers his wares:

fur pelts, brocade, jewelry and metal shields.

, Dinner is served. The hors d'oeuvers include cold spice beef,
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Student action in response to the rape of a
Bryn Mawr woman last semester brought concrete results which may increase the safety of
students walking between Bryn Mawr and
H averford at night.
The results will not be forthcoming for at
least six weeks, however, according to local officials.
'
The rape on Panmure Road Nov. 29 promp:
ted Bryn Mawr's Security Council Committee
to organize a letter-writing campaign during exam week asking for increased lighting on that
road.
Students wrote many letters to Haverford
township commissioners at Sunday brunch in
Erdman and Haffner Dec.l3. Security Committee Head Matt Rosenthal said, the letters "provided a release" for students. "I was real impressed with the turnout," he declared.
Haverford township now plans to "upgrade
the lighting" on Panmure and to · "effectively
double the lighting capacity," according to
District Five Commissioner Bill Cordivari,
whose district includes Haverford College. He
reported that mercury vapor lights like those on
Broad Street in Philadelphia would produce a
"brighter tint."
,
Cordiavari said that the 217 letters he received from students were "definitely" the
direct cause for installing the new lights. "It's
the_largest public outcry I've received on any
issue," he stated.
Town Manager Tom Banner said he was
waiting for approval of the plan from residents
near Panmure before going ahead with the
operation. After receiving this approval, he
estimated, it could be anywhere from "six weeks
to two months" before Philadelphia Electric actually installs the stronger lights.

liiih honey butter.
·
The scene is Bryn Mawr and Haverford Colleges' unofficial
TliPIHILft:..L
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1 .:.::;._~t celebration held by· the Society for the. Creauve
·-...rumsm (S.C.A.) Jan. 24. Medieval lords and ladies bustle

~ Thomas Great. Hall

!'lining.

in preparation for the events of the

-

.

~last year by Asja Margulis, Bryn Mawr,

'81 , the bi-

~ S.C.A. became an official club this year and a "canton" in
llatJonal organization.

·
Agroup of world-renowned science fiction writers created the
liltiooaJ S.CA. in California in 1966. The first meeting was -a
~nt to commemorate the Normandy Invasion in 1066.
wi!h ~ the Society's members have increased to over 3,000,
• 8 kingdoms or cantons across the country.
~.C.A, ~hers try to meet people from different parts of the
~' while reliving Medieval traditions. Participants wear

modern dress at dance practices held every other Wednesday at 8
p.m. in the Goodhart mus1c room. All are welcome to attend any
of the sessions. The next one will be held on February 10.
During the year, the club sponsors one or two gala celebratiops. In the fill, an introductory event took place in the
Cloisters. Visitors could dance or attend workshops held by Aby,
the Mistress of Arts, on creating garb to accompany their personas.
Taking on a persona includes assUming a new name, a country
of origin and a time frame in which to have lived during the
period 650-1650. A persona may not be a recognisable figure
from history; although one can not be Henry VIII he can assume
the flcticious identity of a gen~leman in waiting to Henry VIII.
Mike Robinson is the senechal, or head, of the Canton. He is
better known as Rannulf De Broc from 12th century England
around the time of Henry II, descendent of the Saxons and Normans. His chatalaine is Maggie S_nyder, who goes by the name
Isabel Castlemayne from 14th century England.
At the event last Sunday Darya Zacharovna Novacyelskya
dressed in an Elizabethan tudor gown, although her garb usually
represents lOth century Russian Kiev. "For today, I married an
Englishman," she explains. She is interested in lOth century
Russia because that empire believed in the education of women.
The first literate French Queen was educated in lOth century
Russia. As a result, during her reign, the documents of the
French court were written in the cyrillic (Russian) alphabet.
S.C.A. members try to re-enact authentic medieval battles.
They use padded swords the same weight and balance as real
weapons. If a "knight" receives a blow that would have cut off his

arm, he continues to fight with that arm behind his back.
A code of honor or chivalry prevails in these competitions. If a
warrior receives what would have been a death blow he drops to the ground. "The more dramatic the better," Isabel notes.
A knight is crowned King by right\of arms and chooses a lady
to be his queen. (A lady can win the crown by right of arms and
choose her king, but this has not yet happened.) The king's
duties iJ!clude listening to the complaints of members of the
Society and ·to have "overall responsibility for what happens
within the Society as opposed to the S.C.A. and the mundane
world," Earl Sir Gavin Kilkenny of Kilkarren says.
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Construction of Bryn Mawr's new athletic complex will begin this
spring, and is expected to be f"tnished in time for the 1983 fall term. The
complex will include a new builduig with an eight lane swimming pool,
a gymnasium with room for three basketball courts, two volleyball
courts, four badminton courts and two tennis courts. Also included in
the building is a gymnastics room and a Universal gym. Another '
hockey f"teld will be constructed and a track will be added around the
f"teld. The entire project will cost approximately $4.02 million.

by Jason Paths
.
Construction of the athletic proJeCt at Bryn Mawr Will
begin "as soon as the frost gets out of the ground, probably near the end of March," accordmg to Donald MePhe rsm;, sight director of the project and d1rector of
building inprovement project. The proposed date of co~pletion of the project is the fall of 1983, m ume for the fall
semester.
. .
.
.
Preliminary work by the adm1mstrat10n for the construction of a new athletic complex has bee?- gomg on for
the last th_ree years, and bluepnnts were fimshed last fall.
Last November, Dame! F. Tully Assoetates was appointed architect by the Board of Trustees, and surveys of
the campus have already been conducted by Tully. According to Jenepher Sh1llmgford, d1rect~r of physical
education, "he is a very creative arch1tect, and has done
athletic buildings similar to the kind that Will be bmlt at
Bryn Mawr at Vassar, Brown, Amherst and Swarthmore.
Tully has als0 designed many other bmldmgs at vanous
schools throughout the country.
. . ..
Tully and Shillmgford also worked on a feaslblhty
study which, according to Shilllmgford, mvolves an analysis of the present and future needs of t he college. Tully
la1d the bluepnnts for the prOJeCt around these needs.
The first stage of construction w11l mvolve an excavation and le~eling of the ground by the lower fie!~, where
the new buildmg w1ll be located. Currently, there IS apr?blem w1th the water dramage by the fields, so that this :-"'11l
also be resolved before actual constructiOn .o f the bmldmg.
The building. will have two floors, with an eight-lane
swimming pool, a gymnasium, a weight training room
and lockers on the first floor. This floor will also have a
conference room, a lobby, storage rooms, and a gallery
overlooking the pbol for spectators. The second floor will
have a gymnastics room, offices, a lobby, and storage
rooms. "It is not a flashy facility but it will meet our
needs," Shillingford stated.
The swimming pool will be 56' ff 100', with a diving
well at one end for high diving. The pool will also feature
a movable bulkhead, so that the length of the pool can be
adjusted for various events.
The Weight training room will include a universal gym
and a treatment room. The locker room will be partition-

and visiting teams. There w!ll be a total of 528locken in
the new bmldmg, compared _to 28 lockers presently.
The new gymnas1um w1ll mclude two basketball CUUn
overlying these two. The gym w1ll also have room forliil
volleyball cour:s. Movable bleachers will be able 10 ~comodate poss1bly up to 800 students, and can beT!·
tracted when not m use. According to Shillingford,~
setup of the gym is very s!milar to that of Haverford's.
The gymnast1cs room w1!1 contam parallel ban, atrun.
poline, a bal~nce beam and a vault. The room will abo~
used for fencmg, modern danc1~g ~d aerobisdancingand
willhaveretra~tablebleacherssnruJa:tothosethatwil]~

in the gymnasium.
The building will be constructed over the lOWtr fi~~
and to compensate for thlS loss, another hockey field llill
be built into the south hill next to the upper field. The
per field will then be enlarged to regulation
lacrosse. According to Shillingford, a track will abo~
added around one of the fields.
The entire project will cost approximately $4.0J
million, which will indue a $3.8 million building cost .
well as construction of the fields and buying of ~~
ment, according to McPherson. In addition, occor~
to Shillingford, funds have been bugeted for endowed
maintenance close to one million dollars.
According to McPherson, the Pennsylvania Higher
Education Facilities Administration is loaning an undisclosed amount of money to the college to cover~
costs of construction. In return for the loan, the Administration is putting a resident inspector on the job,
who will be one of the supervisors of the project. "fh:
Treasurer's Office is lumping all the costs for the time tt.
ing in short term bond by the company,"hestatcd.E~
tual funding will come from donations and fimck ni!ed
by the Cen~ennial Campaign: This campaign will wa1
to alumnae, foundations and other organizations fir
funds. An alumnae has already made an anonyuK~U~ 11
$1.5 million which will be used for the gym. F.zttmm
renovations will turn the old gym into campus allllr a
mailroom, a snack bar, a bookstore and student 16:t.sfir
extracurricular activities.
Shillingford stated, "The Board ofTrusteesaDdtbeM
miPistration are very supportive of the program.•
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Both Colleges search for new faculty members to fill openings
by Rochelle Tobias
Both Bryn Mawr and Haverford
are presently conducting several
faculty searches; Bryn Mawr in the
fl.elds of economics, history of art,
education and biology, and Haverford in the departments of economics, chemistry, physics, music and
English.
In economics, Bryn Mawr and
Haverford are jointly searching for
two assistant professors in the area of
microecomonics and public policy.
According to Bryn Mawr economics
department Chairman Richard
DuBoff, approximately 140 people
applied at each school and, "80 to 85
percent of the applicants came into
both of us."
As a result of this overlap, he added, the two schools participated in
"joini: interviewing in Washington."
With these two appointments, each
department will have four full-time
members, "although we badly need to
expand," commented DuBoff. For
the Haverford department, this will
be the first time they have had four
professors on a permanent basis.
Baroque beginner ·
The art history department is looking for a "beginner ... fres h out of
Graduate school," remarked Dale
Kinney, chairman of the art history
department. During the past
semester, the department advertised
for an Italian baroque specialist, although they would consider a candidate with another field of expertise
for the job.
The position was opened two years
ago, when two faculty members

Page 2

resigned. Last year only one position
was fllled. At present, there are 20 to
25 applicants, many of whom Kinney
added, are "very attractive
candidates." Final interviews will be
held in mid-March and the fmal decision should come soon after.
Education opening
The Department of Education at
the Graduate Level has an opening
for a senior level faculty member.
The candidates must have a
minimum of five years experience in
counselling psychology.
In addition, the job requires a
strong background in several other
aspects of child psychology, including fa mily therapy, personality,
psychological disorders and psychoanalysis. Dr. Janet Hoopes, Chairman of the Department, stated that
although "senior people don't change
from another job easily," they have
had "a couple of top notch candidates."
Biology Department Chairman Dr.
Betty Mack Twarog hopes to appoint
two new faculty members in her
department; one for the coming year
and another. the following year. One
of ' the positions will be filled by a
biologist specializing in c~ll structure
and function.
The Haverford chemistry department has been searching for an assistant professor in the area of organic
chemistry, and biological organic
chemistry. They have already narrowed their decision down to six
candidates, each of whom has had
one to three years of post-doctoral ex-

perience. Final interviews have been
scheduled for the month of February.
John Chesick, the chemistry
department chairman, said they were
looking for "a younger scientist . . .in
the 30 year region."
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With this appointment, a replacement for the retired Charles Luman,
there will be five full-time faculty
members . This is the same figure as
in 1966, although the number of rnaJOrs m the department has increased.
Chesick remarked, ''We- will either
have to get more manpower or
simplify our program."
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Not a specialist
The Haverford physics department is not searching for a specialist
in a particular area, but simply "a
good, young physicist," · stated
Department Chairman Bruce Part-
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ridge. The position of junior facult y
member requires a strong background in both theoretical and
experimental physics and the job
responsibilities would include both
teaching and research work.
The Music Department is looking
for a junior faculty member in the
Area of Music History . The music
department hopes to fill the position,
granted two years ago, with a permanent faculty member. Their decision
should be forthcoming this semester.
All the appointments are expected
to be made this spring so the candidates may begin teaching in September 1982.
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Hell Week preparations ·on horizon
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While many of the traditions at
Bryn Mawr are stately, solemn or
spiritual, Hell Week persists in its
own unique vein of hilarity as the
Sophomores assert theirs by initiating
the freshmen. This year Hell Week
falls in the last week of February,
with the Freshmen Class Show the
same week.
As sophomore class presidents,
Mei-Mei Sang and Amy Schmitter
have inherited the charge of Hell
Week operations. Mei-Mei insists
that, while the tasks they will assign
to freshmen may tax their creativity,
"they do not mean to be sadistic-:''
"Hell Week is for the freshmen
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fRs1unm class president leads her peers into perils of Hell Week.
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by Anne Gollings
Plans to renovate the Erdman Din·
~ Hall are nearing completion, aci!lding to Director of Food Services

of

~hich

currently goes through the kit·
chen will be blocked off on the kit·
chen level only. The rectangular addition will be faced with slate and
concrete to m atch the rest of Erdman
and will be connected to the building
by a glass-walled corridor to make it
seem more separate.

dishwashing and serving areas will all
be located int?._ existing side rooms.
Serving
A major advantage to the new plan
. th t .1
of the food
.d t
IS
a 1 conso11 a es a11
· · t0
li ·natino the
service m one area, e ml
':' .
current bottleneck between the JUICe
·lk
h.
All
b
and m1
mac mes.
everage
. · w1·11 b e abl e to b e re fill
mac h mes
1 ed
from the back, making service more
efficient and less inconvenient.
The salad b~ will be fully accessi·
ble from both sides. There will be a
space for ·a dish caddy of bowls bet·
ween the cereals and soup and there
will be two service lines for hot food.
The grill will be located immediately
behind the service counter greater ef·
ficiency.

Finding an acceptable plan was difficult, said Finan, for "one of the problems we have is that Erdman is a
famous building." The addition has
been made as inobtrusive as possible
for that reason. Optimum plans for
the interior were difficult to for-~
mulate. Finan said, "We can't make a
nice space. We're obliged to follow
the architect's design." The kitchen,

Atmosphere

to fill openings Backwords beginning
by Caroline Nason
Afterwords will soon have a new
cousin with the opening of Backmds oo Feb. 5 or 12.
Although the two share administra·
~ their ambiances will be quite
di!trgmr. Backwards, located in a
!llll!l room· next to Afterwards, "a
futuristic ice""tream parlor," will be
din: in soft grays, have two walls of
rcirror tile, dim lights and moveable
seating, according to organizer and
ll4llager Lynn Gordon.

.r

"Lantern Night," coffee hour, dormi·
tory dilemmas and other situations
will all be portrayed by the freshmen.
Freshman class president Kristin
Steiner says the work on the show has
been going verv well. "Om rb~~ h ~< ~
lot of versatility and ima!?ination;"
she commented. By the time the
show debuts she hopes to see a" largeportion of the class involved. In the
meantime she asserts, "It's really go·
ing to be good."
~ Following tradition, during the
intermission of the Saturday show,
the Freshmen Class Animal and
special signs for the show will be auc·
tioned off. The identity of the animal
is kept secret until then.

Main feature

The main feature of Backwords
iill be a Hilary's type ice cream bar,
ti!h more modest selections and
!l!icts. "Students are invited to send
~tions for toppings and flavors
by lllllpus mail," said Gordon.

Ult its cousin Afterwords, Back·
WOrds is using a grant of $250 from
ilt Sarah Stiffler Jessup fund to
lautrlt operations. The College will
limbe making some sort of contribu~ said Gordon. "The College arid
ilt lllldent body has been very sup·

llllht llld excited to see the end

...llilill1

of a lot of work," said Gor-

Guung room

~

-

.

to Gordon, Backwards
wi! be more of a gaming room ~
~' People are welcome to .
ltmc Pllles with them, to suppli~ tit video games which will be
!lllitd fiom the College Inn to Back'llrds.

friday, January 29,1982

Acoustic problems have caused
much complaint ·and will be dealt
with as well, said Finan, noting that it
was necessary to "preserve the integrity (of architect Louis Kahn's

The birth of Backwards has not
slowed the growth of Afterwords,
which employs about "five percent of
the student body," according to Gor·
don.

."'I!

.....

a

The dumbwaiter which is current:
ly used to bring food up from street
level will still be used, but for gar·
bage only. The kitchen and serving
areas will be refloored with tile; the ·
wooden floor in the dining areas will
not be changed.
An additional frre door will be add·
ed to what is now the back center din·
ing area. It will be-attached to an
alarm and will only be used for exit in
case of emergency .

room. "

Implementation
Behind the scenes
Finan was' also pleased with the
functional aspects of the proposal. "A
major problem_ is that of all the hal.Js ~
Erdman has the least amount of
storage," she said, even though Erd·
man_is the only hall on campus to
serve every meal. After renovations,
Erdman will have adequate storage
space including three large r~fri~era·
tions units.

The plans are at a near-final stage, .
requiring only fmal approval. Finan
hopes to send them out for bidding in
Feb. and have them back by March.
Work would begin as soon as
students leave for summer vacation
and is targeted for completion by
Aug.l5.
Finan is not the only one pleased
with the proposal. Dean Dunn stated
that "the planning committee was
: quite pleased with it."

New rooms yield riew -perspectrves

According to Gordon, the "prices
have gone down significaritly." It is
hoped that the revenue frof!l Backwards will cover the cost of lowering
prices in Afterwords .
Gaffney returns
Entertainment at Afterwords is
alive and well. Favorite fea tures from
last -semester includes Skip-Doo· Wap
and Hum-Tones, the Blue Bus
driver, who played his guitar, and
K evin Gaffney who did a stand up
comedy ·act and showed · home
movies, said Entertainment Manager
Ilene Nickelsberg. Gaftney will be
making a repeat performance for
those who missed his act on Hallo·
ween. Nickelsberg added that they
are looking for guitarists and singers
in the community to perform in exchange for some food from the kitchen:
Student work
The walls of Afterwords are
decorated with student work. The
latest is photography project by Liz
Goldsmith.
Gordon said that Afterwords is
open to ideas from the community,
and that possibilities for the future include theme dances, a casino night
and an increase in classical music.
People interested in training to
become next year's shift managers are
welcome to apply ~id Gordon.

im~rove

design) and at the same time
the acoustics." Some sort of wall
coverings are planned but probably
will not be the same as the carpetlike
material in Haffner.
.
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adding that by relocating the actual
serving of food to another room, t he
eating area ''becoms a real dining

by Hideko Secrest
As second semester grinds into its
third week, nearly 165 Bryn Mawr
students will be looking at college life
from a new perspective; that is to say,
they have gone through the process
commonly known as "room changes."
Chuck Heyduk, director of Student
Services, said that number includes
people who have made changes
earlier in the first semester, people
who were gone on a leave of absence
and 30 Haverford students living at
Bryn Mawr. It includes all who were
moved as special cases.
The number of room changes ap·
pears to he climbing from previous
years. "It seems. to me that the num·
ber of people going on leave and com·
ing back from leave has · gone up .
Also, the number of special cases has
increased. There are less people who
didn't get along, but I think the
reason the number is up is that the
freshmen are more crowded this
year," according to Heyduk.
Lack of space
Lack of space seems to have been
the pril;nary motivation for students
seeking room changes as special
cases. "I guess most of the complaints
were from people who were in
cramped quarters. " He added,

expected. The most common thing 1s
that people get up and go to bed at
different hours."
Financial situation
Heyduk believes that the over·
crowding is related to the general
financial situation in the world. As
the sizes of freshmen classes increase
to ease the burden of growing ex·
penses, the college "permits a fuli I 0
percent (of the student body) to live
off campus. That's the only way we
can house that many students."
The process of matching fres hmen
to rooms has "been done differently
every yea r, to some degree." . Room
preference forms are used along with
the impressions of deans and inter·
viewers. "Mainly, we try to avoid
disasters." For instance, the College
tries not to house anyone who wanted
a single-sex dorm in a coed dorm, or
smokers witb non-smokers. The pro·
cess is "supposed to be essentially
random, except for avoiding
disasters."
Ordinary space
Room assignments for freshmen
are basically made on a first come·
first served .basis. "In general, when
they start, there is a movement from
the people accepted first to the people
accepted last. Again, this is not al·
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ways the case."
Heyduk concluded, "I guess the
way we look at it is that everybody
who pays room and board is entitled
to the most ordinary space on cam·
pus. Everything they get above that is
luck." He commented that room
draw is a good assurance for a student
to occupy a wide assortment of rooms
during the four years she is at Bryn
Ma\VT, and that, "In the end, everybody gets about the average treat, ment.
We're more concerned about making sure the process is fair than
anything else. · After all, people are
paying the money to be here, to bene·
fit from the college."
All problems connected with room
trouble are smoothed out "eventual·
ly." He urges students who have dif.
ferences with their roommates to "try
to get into a situation where you don't
bother one another." In most cases,
he said, "People do a good job when
trying to·-get along in a tough situa·
tion."
In some cases, as in the recent rash
of broken pipes and leaking roofs,
room changes are inevitable, but for
other conflicts, "the problem is finding a situation which is an improve·
ment over the previous. This may or
may not involve a room change."
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Erdman_renovation plans. consolidates food service in one area

rording to McPherson, the Pennsy!VIllia lligbcr
arion Facilities Administration is loaning munsed amount of money to the college to 001'0" t1t ' Gli! Fman.
construction. In return fur the loan, the M
tion is putting a resident iusperur oo the ~
A\aF work includes relocating the
viii be one of the supervisors If the project 'Th lilrhcn into what is now the right _
's Office is lumping all ~lUIS for the tin~
msmoking dining room, building a
tenn bond by the company,• he Sll!!d. Evtn~n~ dishwshing area with belt
~ will come from donations aDd fund! nMi
~ in current office space, i.fn.
•Centennial Campaign: This campaign willJWll
j!Oringaconstics and building an ad·
- foundations and other organizalioos for
ditioo.
'An alumnae has 8Jreai[y made an anooyiiXIU! 11
iillion which will be used for the gym. E.xteosiR , , 1k addition, .to .be built at the
~ will rum the otd gym into ampus cmter 1 kx:alion of the current loading dock,
a snack bar, a bookstore and student ofiic!sir
will contain an elevator for transporiricular activities
ti:!g food, extra storage space and an
stated, 'Pfhe Board of Trustees and,llr Ad- 1 onergeocy \Staircase. The staircase
itioll are very supportive of the program.

t

(and transfers). It's all in good fun,"
she continues. Reflecting on her Hell
Week experience last year though,
she confesses, "I was terrified." With
the sagacity of a sophomore, she now
assures "Hell Week is not used as a
tool by which the sophomores can re·
lease their frustrations. ·It's a relief
from the miserable weather and work
load by way of surprise and excite·
ment."
On the nights of February 26 and
27 the freshmen class will stage "A
Mawrter Line," based on the Broad·
way hit, "A Chorus Line," in Brecon
T heatre. A parody ofa visit paid by a
prospective student to the Bryn
Mawr campus will serve as the
show's theme. "Popsicle Night,"
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The challenges of the year
It's going to be a rough year for students
and scholars. President McPhearson summed up the situation neatly last week in her
Opening Convocation speech: "At the start
of 1982, then, there is much gloom in the
academic community. It is a time for
everyone concerned with the future health of
the academy to pay serious attention to its
critical needs, their definition and their attainment."
.> •

She was referring to the Reagan Administration's proposed cutbacks in financial
aid and basic research funding, which she
forcasted would take colleges many years to
recover from. "There is no question that the
higher education community feels under attack by the current administration in
Washington," she said. President McPhearson also described the government's '\ulcerrain commitment to equal opportunity" and
expressed concern over the nation's inability
to pass the Equal Rights Amendment.

What she did not mention was three impending shutdown of the Phiadelphia coinmunter rail system (including the Paoli
local), the . Thornburgh administration's '
work on an anti-abortion bill for Pennsylvania and the Justice Department's intention to prosecute those who refused to
·register for the draft (contrary to Reagan's
campaign promise).

Few of us will escape being touched by at
least one of these policy changes. One
doesn't have to be on financial aid or favor
abortion to appreciate the consquences of
such repressive legislation. As students,
many of us will feel oppressed by the
government's policies - perhaps for the first
time. As President McPhearson pointed out,

"The population is aging and attention is
focused presently on the needs of people
beyond school and college years."

Not since the Vietnam Era has there been
so much cause for student unrest. Yet student activism is at an all-time low. A recent
study conducted at Brown University found
that participation there is extracurricular and
political activities is significantly lower now
than it was four years ago, as career-concious
students across the nation concentrate in-

creasingly on academic work. The student
resonse to the deteriorating economy has
been conservative: an increasing preoccuparion with grades, accompanied by a
declining interest in current events and national affairs. As a result, student resistance
to the "new conservatism" is miniscule and
insignificant.
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Perhaps uncomfortable with the implication of this attitude, President McPhearson
noted that intellectual success is not the only i
achievement valued at Byrn Mawr. "There i
are responsiblities, personal and societal, ·
that do accompany education- these the institution hopes -you will accept," she said.
Could the call for action be any clearer?
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Letter to the
editor:
.
·.
The need for student activism is urgent. \ R
. . get act together
. ev1ew.
1- -

The time is now - before the academic \
.
. .
h
kl d , Why do you write reviews? (And
routme becomes ngid and t e wor oa I why didn't I write this letter a long
becomes prohibitive. Fortunately, the bi- tin{e ago?)
,
College community is well-endowed with
I don't think you should rev~ew
.
plays here anymore. At all . I teel
resources for social change. One need not strongly about it.
too go far to find an outlet for political acI have to assume, dear News, that
·
h
· d you are not out to instruct Thespians.
·twn; t ere are campus groups orgaruze
y
· ped to d ·t I also
ou are not eqwp
o1.
around just about every issue- except know that you can't mean to be helpperhaps the demise of the Paoli local. In ad- ful to the general community. Since
. .
.
.
.
'
reviews are pringed after a perforditlOn, Eight D1mens10n at Haverford pro- mance they are of no use as guides for
vides numerous opportunities for volu..'1teer · the decision-maker.
work in a variety of area social service agen- ; T he limitations of any one person's
· reactiOn to a work of art are obvwus .
cies. Furthermore, as the election year gets ! No one paper should have a monopounderway, there will be an array of political ly on the written reaction to a play.
·
· need of ass1s
· t ance.
' Yet that monopoly is what we have
campaigns
m
1
here .
·
Action begins with awareness, so at the
very least we urge students to stay informed
about current events. The closing of the
Philadelphia Bulletin this week is indicative
of an increasingly non-literate and poorlyinformed citizenry. Well-stocked periodical
rooms in both campus libraries leave no excuse for Ivory Tower oblivion. In addition,
the vari~us lecture series at Haverford and
the faculty-student discussions at Bryri
Marw provide excellent opportunities to
stay abreast of curent events.
Political action can be effective, as the
Bryn Mawr Security Committee's letterwriting campaign to get better lighting on
Panmure Road proved last semester. Don't
limit your semester to the academic experience. We urge everyone to take an active
interest in their destinies by geting involved
now in facing the challenges if the vear.

1

1

For three Years I ha\·e read revie'W-s
of plays here. They are terribly inconsistent. They are often rude. You
are writing about members of your
communit:.·. You ha\·e the power of

the press to hurt pa~ple, and fur oo
reason that I can see. You are 001
gently telling your -friends 'the
truth." There is no "truth" in thc!t
matters; there is no fairness in giving
one person, much less a peer with Iii·
tie experience, the final prulted tud
in theater.
You guys have been so cardcst
And so often you don't even llll!lllill
everyone in the cast. You gtt DIIII!S
wrong. (It's puzzling to me lll\Jtllll
could happen. But it keeps bappeDing.)
During my time here, not all piiJs
have been reviewed. A friend Ill I
once requested that a play Dll lx
reviewed. I am grateful that oolyl'lll
of the five plays I've done ~llllt
been reviewed. Thank you.
\\'hy in the name of heaven Iiiii
you have more respect for your ]Xt!l
and show more support for people
who sometimes work awfullv banP

NancyG~'83
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Back to school again, with the compounded
· reluctance of a second-semester senior returning
from a week in (warm! sun-kissed!) Key Largo.
But!WO weeks into. the semester now, the emotions are mixing and the tan is fading, giving
way to the work and worries of another, albeit
linal, term, and the usual Pennsylvanian pallor.
Talk about the shock of the new: It's reallv
[982, and graduation is out there, all right, God
and Miss McPherson willing. I'd rather think

Farther · on
by Jenni Hill
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rrudl." There is no "truth' in !he!t
matters; there is no fairness in giling
one person, much less a peer with lit·
tie experience, the fmai pnnted word
lD theater.
You guys have been so careless.
And so often you don't even mention
e~-eryone in the cast. You get names
wrong. (It's puzzling to me howthat
could happen. Bur it keeps happen·

ing.)
During my time here, not all pia)~
have been reviewed. A frieod aod I
once requested that a play not te
reviewed. I am grateful that onlyrwo
of the five plays I've done here halt
been reviewed. '[hank you.
W'hy in the name of heaven doni
you have more respect for your peers

Simply put, Hanna Rubin's "review" of On
Goldm Pond which was ridiculou sly entitled "A

I

I

awfully· bar~ 'I

Hepburn and her co-star, Henry Fonda helped
build. How could one who is not a great actress
help build the modern film world?
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lightly dismissed?

Perhaps, she does not. At the end of her
review, Rubin. refers to the fllin world which

~Haverford College News
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Stagnant Pond" was one of the more reprehensible pieces ever to appear in The News.
quite certain that Katherine Hepburn's
'Rei waS ruined when she read Rubin's review
which stated that Hepburn was never a great aclrtss. Does Rubin in fact believe that Hepburn
hal been deceiving the theater and movie-going
publics for all these years and that Hepburn's
ICtOIIlplishments on screen and stage are to be

rm

,

~·I

V.1

It's not surprising, then, that we old folks
bm: already begun to memorialize the passing
era, seeking respite from our fears of the future
by recalling the comfort of the past, spent cozily
at the protective bosom of Bryn Mommie.
From a distance of three and a half years, initial
Bryn Mawr horrors such as Popsicle Night,
Hell Week, the six weeks p"aper and nine a.m.
baby language classes begin to take on a
benevolent glow. We muddled through,
somehow, sometimes actually quite well, and
made it safe to the other side, with a cache of
hard won anecdotes arl'd memories and an enduring circle of friends.
My love for Bryn Mawr can only grow, as the
stories become embroidered, and the hard ..corners of memory softened, by the passage of
time. By the time I hit 40, I'll be a deliriously
devoted alumna, hostessing prospective teas in
my eclectically furnished Victorian home, ·

I

NancY G~

editor:

rife with plans for the future: graduate school
essays and apphcations to write and send, thesis
plans to set in motion, jobs to be stalked, success to be dressed for.
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our nose. Actually, almost anything was fair
game as far as snacking went, at a certain
·developmental stage.
In second grade, there were hair-chewers,
paper eaters, paste eaters and the omnivirous
few who consumed loose change, safety pins
both open and closed, and board game pieces. I
know a boy who devoured an entire "My
Weeky Reader;" a real digester of information,
he. Another, more unfortunate, swallowed a .
marble while reading out loud from "Jack and
Janet" and burst into tears, which only worsened when the teacher told him that it would all
come out in the end .
Another big thing was being cool. Adults may
think it ludicrous, but I assure you, eight-year
olds are intensely concerned with social and
material fashions. A plethora of fads in the late
60's and early 70's made this very difficult, but
we struggled to keep up with whatever was the
latest with older folk. Coming as I do from a
liberal town in a liberal state, McGovern buttons were nearly required wearing at one point
In time, as were peace buttons and jewelry,
crocheted long vests and ponchos and bellbot-

R'lbin's opinion of the movie itself was equally distressing. There is. nothing quite like a
cynical reviewer who finds movies with happy
endings to be contrived and not believable. I
found the portrayal of Billy's improvement in
character to be soundly acted, believable, and
refreshing.
In a final note, Rubi~· would have done well
tQ recognize that both Hepburn and Fonda are

not currently at their healthiest and that On
Golden Pond may well be their last screen appearance. I, fo r one, am pleased that this pair
returned once more to grace the screen with
their talents. Perhaps Ms. Rubin will be more
thoughtful before loading u p her poison pen
and "gracing" us with another of her reviews.
Chris Mitchell '83

"The golden ball
With respect to your letter in the January 22
edition of The News we are sorry you
misundersood the intention of our article on the
P rinceton-Yale football game.
Our intention was not to "sneer" at. those in
attendance, rather to capture the ambiance of an
event which we are sure you realize is much
more than a football game. We sought to do this
in a humorous vein.
As Tom Wolfe has written, "At the heart of
every parody is a little gold ball of tribute." We
think you missed the point.
David Martin '82
Geoff Sturr '82

Members of the college community have
been receiving telephone calls from an anonymous male caller recently. This caller has used
various tactics to keep the party on the line
ranging from reporting a fictitious rape to seeking a babysitter. The conversation inevitably
leads to personal questions about the party called.
We ·have notified the local police department
of these i~cidents and the telephone company's
security unit has been alerted to these calls. At
this stage, there is little more that can be done if

That is not what I want though I take it.
I take it because you offer
not as a favor to me but for yourself.
I take and it makes you happy
makes you lovely and supple that
I take of you.
So then you can lie there
and think thoughts,
Bliss and Shame,.
as I walk beneath
the stars wanting
to take of them and not of you.
reflectively,
docherty
p.s. the word in reterence to Mr. Gould last
week was meant to be "inanity."

School we would like to congratulate Danny
Bloomfield on havincr been named a Rhodes

Scholar.

"

At the same time, however, we have to say
that we were a little confused by his assertation
that "At my high school everyone cheated. I
cheated. That was the norm. If you cheated you
were cool."
We didn't cheat at Dwight and, although we
do not deny that cheating w:ent on, especially
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now that Danny has publicly rent his garments
and bared all in order to show how good clean
acaderruc living coupled with the Honor Code
saved him from a life of dishonor and mendacity, we don't believe that it was quite "the
norm ."
Perhaps we just weren't as cool as Danny.
Bill Lockard '82
Laura Lagomarsino '82
Jean Klig '83Joel Simkins '84

the caller calls different parties each time. All
college residents are urged to observe the following guidelines in dealing with anonymous
telephone calls:
1) Remember - T hese calls are not subjects
for alarm. The caller does not know who you
are. He simply has chosen your name from the
telephone directory.
2) If you are certain that the call is an harassment or illegal call, hang up immediately. Such
callers tire of calling parties who will not gratify
their needs.
3) If you are uncertain as to the nature of the
call, ask the caller to identifY himself, herself
immediately and advise him or her to call BMC
Security at 645-5217. A legitimate caller can
pass on information or secure professional
assistance from security if he or she is serious
without leaving their name. Under no circumstances are you to meet such a caller.
4) If a caller contacts you a second or third
time, imform him that BMC Security, the
police department, and the te lephone
company's call security unit have been notified
of his prior calls and that your number is being
monitored for calls. If he stays on the line or
calls again, he will be caught.
5) When an anonymous caller calls, record
the date and the time of the call. Turn this information in to BMC Security as soon as possible.
The telephone company has indicated that if
a caller contacts the same number more than
once, they can set up a monitoring system on
that phone, but they require evidence that the
caller has called the same number more than
once and will again. Contact BMC Security if
you receive second or subsequent calls.
BMC Security

Work program
Letters to the editor are due in the
News office in the College Inn at 7
p.m. Wednesday night.

AluMni honor the rules of cool
As fellow alumni of Dwight-Englewood

toms. Being"in," however, was generally based
on evidence of a more capricious nature. God
forbid that anyone should ever, ever, wear
white socks, especially in junior high, or carry a
Partridge Family lunchbox (the boys would accuse you of being sappy and having a crush on
David Cassidy). · Secret clubs fur thered
"coolness" -not only did we have protection
against cooties, we had the enviable
P.A.A. -protection against anything. (How, we
managed to convince anyone else of this, I'll
never know.).
One could say, as the French do when they're
in the mood for cliches, that the more things
change, the more they stay the same. In spite of
the fun things about childhood - classroom gerbils, TV tag, and show and tell, few would
sincerely wish to be eight years old again, nor
choose to relive their college years . We can
remember the good parts and gloss over the
bad, remembering too, that no matter what happens, it can't last forever, and will probably be
pretty funny, or at the very least, innocuous in
20 years. I've got my P.A.A. yet, and as soon as
I add an A. B., I'll be ready for anything.

Obscene caller receives hang-ups

Some reflections On Golden Pond

and show more support for peop:e
who sometimes work

,, of

about it later, preferably sometime after I've
rung Taylor Bell. Unfortunately, ·t he present is

lantern on the living room mantle. Sherrv in
hand, I'll attend reunions and pledge stacks of
petrobucks toward the expansion of the geology
department.
N or is nostalgia unwarranted at so early a
date. For many of us, it is the close of our form al educational career and the transition back
to the non-school mode equals, if not exceeds,
one's initial anxiety at leaving home for the first
time.Sixteen or so years later, the trauma of
elementary school seems hardly a match for that
of living alone in a strange city, or of attending
medical school. Yet, if memory serves, that first
big separation was, as I recall, a literal scream.
It was in this effort to gain perspective that I,
who still takes field trips (though of a considerably more serious nature, I assure you), indulged in a nostalgia for the distant past.
At this point in life, many of us have grown to
worry abou t GRE scores, or to gauge success
and happiness on a four-point scale. Back then,
simple things often offered the most profound
pleasures: being first in line (for anything but a
tine test), smelling worksheets fresh from the
ditto machine, having indoor recess when it was
too cold in January, gold stars and smiling faces
on homework, getting a homerun in kickball.
Many elementary school practices have thrilled us through life, perhaps being prticular to
the educational process or to human nature.
One of the best-loved is snack time, which Bryn
Mawr kindly supplants with coffee hour.
Usually, it was little cartons of milk (the milk
count was used by the fifth grade math teacher
as evidence of the utility of numbers: one could
not, she said, write down the names of all
w ishing milk; b y the time we got it, it would be
lunchtime) and goodies from home, unless it
was someone's birthday, whereupon his/her
mother m ade little cupcakes for everyone.
Food sharing, sharing in general, was pretty
big. We could chew gum, if we gave everyone
else a piece, too. Otherwise, we had to wear it on

Letters should be typed at 62
spaces and should not exceed 30
lines.
The News reserves the right to
refuse to print anything deemed
libelous or offensive. •
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The Haverford Voluntary Student Work Program is beginning another semester and wants
you to participate. Last semester over 80 community members worked on pro jects of indoor
and outdoor maintenance, security, energy conservation and recycling. The specific jobs have
included insulating, painting, the escort service
and taking recyclables to the recycling center. If
you want to participate in the Work Program
then please send a note via campus mail to the
appropriate area director listed below.
Enid Irwin -Chairperson '84
Pete Goekjian - Security'84
Will Reno-Indoor maintenance '84
Matt Voci-Outdoor maintenance '83
Carol Vizzier- Energy conservation '84
Daniel Wirls- Recycling '82
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·New Federalism: Have I given of myself to the people?
During winter vacation, a strange and potentially tragic incident occured in Des Moines,
Iowa. A 36 year old Vietnam veteran wrote a
letter to the editor of the Des Moines Register
to tell the reasons why he would commit suicide
on New Year's Eve. It seems that the
anonymous writer wanted to die because of his
inability to find a job and support his family. In
order to qualify his family for Aid to Dependent
Children, he- would have to abandon them.
The people of Iowa and the nation reacted
promptly with generous offers of assistance.
The state conducted a man hunt for the

On many levels
by Lisa Louis
and
Suzanne McDaniels
anonymous writer more thorough tha!l if he
was suspected of committing a crime. When he
was found he was offered a job, food, clothing
and toys so that his children could enjoy a late
Christmas. Many other people wrote letters
after this incident in praise of the flourishing of
the old fashioned spirit of charity caused by one
person's public despair.
However, this is 1982 and our anonymous
letter writer is not just a single. unfortunate individual. He was systematically put in his place
and shares it with hundreds of thousands of
other young men who face the same agonizing
decision.
The system we refer to is one which tells the
unemployed that they must break up their
families if they wish to receive assistance for
their children. It is also a system which tries
hard to make people feel guilty for receiving the
built-in social insurance which we all contribute
to and which is supposedly available to all of us.
In our opinion, Social Security is not the only
form of social insurance we have created.
Assistance programs are a back up mechanism
for all of us who work through necessity rather _.
than mere whim; that is almost everyone~ the'
United States. Americans who must work' also;Ju
know that no job is ever really sei:u:f~' an4 ouf_:· :
present economic situation is such th;lf'orice a
person is out of work they might well expect to
remain jobless for a considerable period of time.

The interviewer
While waiting in the bookstore line last week,
I was introduced through a third person to a
News interviewer who was not identified as a
member of the News staff, much less as a
reporter assigned to write an article based in
part on our conversation. I assumed that this
was the situation when she wrote my name and
IIChool year on a pad. However, she continued
the conversation without at any time revealing
her position or her intent and without recording ;
verbatim what I said.
After our conversation she proceeded to interview another student waiting-! do not know ·
how long-before she recorded my words. As a
result, I was misquoted and misrepresented in
the article based in this "interview." I was not
slightly misquoted or quoted out of context;
complete sentences were fabricated and attributed to me based on the interviewer's
assumptions and poor memory of what I actually said.

Unfortuantely, there are no viable "new frontiers" to conquer and no escape from this
economic system for most people. Americans
pay for the welfare state so that order might be
preserved. Assistance programs are often used
as. a means toward controlling social problems
as well as an insurance policy for American
workers. It follows that such programs are vital
to the national security with charity.
Charity has suffered the fate of the Indians
. who met the Mayflower. The nameless · and
faceless "giving at the office" that passes · for
charity these days is not worthy of the name.
Charity involves giving not only one's money
but also something of oneself. It is a free gift
with no strings attached. It is a community's effort to help its members. Moreover, charity is
not appropriate to all situations. Though "charity" was able to help our anonymous writer he is
only one of several thousands of people just like
him in the same situation. Where is Americar1
outrage at their plight? More to the point,
where is American charity?
This is not a call for the revival of the
charitable giving. We suspect that charity is only possible in very small communities. In the
context of problems of national s.cope the term
is empty. Wait. Didn't the anonymous veteran
receive charity? Not at all. Giving out of guilt is
not charity. Not one of the written responses to
his letter expressed anything more than anger
that a fellow citizen should be place in such an
untenable position and sympathy for his situation.
With the exception of the Register's editorial
staff, no one analyzed the problem at all. Instead all efforts were directed at preventing this
one act of public self-destruction which was
motivated by purely external circumstances.
People were frightened by such an open show
of the system's breakdown.
Private desperation and private alienation are
.more acceptable because they car1 be easily ignored while public pronouncements cannot. On
the deepest level many ~ericar1s felt guilty
because they secretly wished that the man had
· politely and quietly committed suicide and left
~ ~-in peace.
The present administration is trying to convince us that the "New Federalism" and private
giving Jcirt solve the problem of people whose
joblessness and poverty are longer lasting due to
the present economic conditions. The covenant
of mutual assistance is being broken despite

protuse assurance to the contrary. Not even
Ronald Reagan really believes in what he calls
charity though. When asked it he intended to
increase the portion of his income donated to
charitable organizations he said, "No. I feel I
have given enough of myself to the American
people." It is unfortunate that all he seems to
have on hand is surplus cheese to donate to the
needy.
It turned out that the anonymous writer had
not really intended to kill himself after all. The
letter was a hoax. We feel that the people who
played out his little drama were implicit part·
ners in the lie. They were actually guilty of lying to themselves. The fact that people believed
that giving to one person would in some way
remove their share of responsibility for being

al~o

. rapidly . approaching the dimensions ;
cnmmal neghgence. Desperation and alienati
often lead to paths _other than
They also lead to ViOlence, crime and insani
They may also lead to politicization, mobm!
t10n and revolutiOn. We need only look as f:
Poland and El Salvador for some excel! ~as
arnples of the latter.
en ez.
Na_tio~al securi:r will not be protected by
massive mcreases m military spending at the .
pense of our mutual-social insurance policy :
had better pay more attention to the real. ~ ,
cerns of our security lest we wake up one dacon
find that the weapons bought to protect yto
turned against us.
us arc

self-des~

Where women go
We were disturbed by opinions expressed by
Danny Bloomfield in his recent interview in
The News. Particularly offensive were his
views on women at Haverford.
He says Haverford should be coed because
you can't "train men" (without women) whenthere are and will be many women in top postions. You have to learn to deal with women as
people." By his reasoning, women only have a
valid place at Haverford as the tool of the male
students.' He goes on to say "If I had a
daughter, I'd want her to go to Bryn Mawr . .. .
That's the place where women should grow."
Bloomfield suggests that to be a real woman is
to be a Bryn Mawrter. We do not wish to
debate whether a woman should rightfully
choose Haverford or Bryn Mawr. A single-sex
women's college can be a valuable educational
experience, however, it is not the only way.
We have chosen Haverford as our school and
are tired of having to fight for our place in the
hi-College community. How can Haverford
women ever feel comfortable when even the
leader of our student government refuses to
acknowledge our legitimacy within our own
college community?
We did not come to Haverford as learning
tools for the male students, nor did we come to
become female members of the male fraternity.
We demand from the community just
recognition of Haverford College as our place to
grow, both as women and as people.

Barb Henderson '84
Betsy Rosenberg '84
Mary Beth Walsh '84

Sometimes you leave out
A line or a ,letter,
But last week's poem
was left out all together.
I know that perhaps
it wasn't that funny;
a bit too sarcastic,
or overly punnyBut, really, guys,
you've printed worse:
Here, for example,
is this week's verse.

Fog settles on H

We're finally in
our last semesterfrom now on life
can just get ~tter!

Ann1

I've lied through my teeth
in each previous stanza.
I'm just hoping to graduate
Iffen I canza. ·

FURTH£!( ~f(qJ~CJF ntE

'

UL7fM4.T£ SA

tJF

~

NUCLEAJ(

POWER ·

This arricle is rhe
ing how ~ryn_ M G
especially m VU!W oJ

We're going into a beckoning world,
to eat mangos in the corporate jungleand if you've believed a word that I've said
your mind is surely a jumble!

Though my friends think that fm
just a carefree senior,
They'll soon remark"That's strange, I've not seen her"

~

·--~

Job offers pour in
as do grad school "acceptances"We'll no longer be serving
Bryn Mawr "life sentences"

{fibM !(OCHE~~ . N. '1. WI;

8{1 NG You

'-'oi>'"'

Come, to Raoches, let us on,
the time is swift
and we are gone.

for I still have a language
and phys. ed to goNot to mention a science;
in my case, Geo.

The editors and staff of the News should
strictly enforce a simple cOde of ethics that requires interviewers to (1) identify themselves
and their assignments and (2) carefully and immediately record statements that may be quoted
in The News. Only by following such procedures can The News become the reputable
and important service that it is meant to be.
Kevin Downes '83
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aw~re of and helpi?g to ~olve a problem that is
nationwl~e shows JUSt ~lienated we all are. It.

But if they want to see me,
they've not far to look .I'll be in the lab,
weight-lifting a book.
Perhaps, in May, at graduation
They'll have to roll me on stage on a
stretcher.
Perhaps some kind parent who's watching
will say,
"Look at that poor little wretch-her
parents must be sad to see her in such
misery."
Actually, they'll be glad if I've got my Bryn
Mawr degree.

Hopillgly,
CopiDg!y,
app~
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time is swift
I we are gone.

fersetdes on Haveii"ords and snow melts to slush.

Financial problems
Financial problems familiar to
U.S. colleges also plague the American U niversity. U.S. government
funding will drop from 75 percent to
25 percent, so tuition and hostel fees
have been increased and a large
alumni fund-raising campaign is
underway.
The student body is divided into
two distinct groups: the "regular"
students, predominantly upperclass, wealthy, and well-educated,
who use the university in the day,
and a large number of night
students, many of whom speak no
English.
Many America!?- students take advantage of the university either for
Junior Year Abroad or the summer
program in Arabic Studies. McPherson recommended these options for
Haverford and Bryn Mawr students,
for they offer opportunities unavailable here.
Into the desert
One university program, Desert
Development, has become steadily
more important, since only four percent of Egyptian land is fertile
enough for the country's burgeoning
population to inhabit. The university project took faculty and students
into the desert, where they built a
structure of compressed sand.
Presently the project is experimenting with solar power, growing new
kinds of fruit and vegetables, developing effective protection against
sand erosion and breeding a diseasefree strain of sheep.
Since her visit occurred not long
after the assassination of President
Sadat, McPherson noted many signs
of political instability, such as a con:
stant military presence and routine
searches. Although most Egyptians·
were somewhat reticent about the''
political situation, the· general mood'-'··
seemed to be relief that someone like
President Mubarak was in control.
To many, McPherson- 'r~ported,
"Sadat had come to be seen as an
American puppet," and there was a
pervasive "feeling of fatalism and of
real isolation in the Arab world."

)Annual giving on the uptake

e finally in
last semestera now on life
just get ~tter!
offers pour in

I

lo grad school "acceptances"'11 no longer be serving
n Mawr "life sentences"
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're going into a beckoning world,
:at mangos in the corporate jungle. if you've believed a word that I've said
!f mind is surely a jumble!

by Penny Chang
T!isarticle is the first in a six part series of articles discuss~ !aw Bryn Mawr and Haverford support themselves,
~ly in view of the recent changes in federal aid and the
l"artamty of the present economy.
This piece discusses annual giving, which, although a small
~ of the budget, is the only segment which involves
!rJmrs, parents and alumnae in fu nd raising.
.\nnual giving- donations from alumni, parents and
:XW parents not specified for a certain program- in~ notably both at Bryn Mawr and Haverford this
)l2r.

Administtators at both schools cite federal tax cuts
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l'Ji:h went into effect at the beginning of this year as a
CJior reason for the increase in donations over this same

I btlastyear. Because taxes were higher last year, donors
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acrually save money l?y making tax-exempt dona·

~ W'ore Jan. 1.
.
But donors were simply more generous this year, for a

r;mher of reasons say administrators, and they expect the tw figures in the summer to show a substantial increase
l ll'tr last rear's contributions.
, AtHaverford, where annual giving exceeded $700,00~
I ~1 )'!3r, Assistant Director of Development Victor Char1
~'one of the strongest programs in the nation" with
al::gn rate of alumni participation, over 50 percent.
Cb.ri's office has already collected $443,000 toward an
!&Xl,IXX) goal, compared to $291,000 collected at the
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by Wilson McLeod
Population explosion, chronic
overcrowding and the need to reestablish stability after a tragic
assassination - these are the problems of Egypt. President Mary Patterson McPherson discussed these
and other aspects of present-day
Egypt at Collection on Tuesday.
McPherson was part of the accreditation team sent to the AJ;llerican
University in Cairo which recently
applied for accreditation for the first
time. Since the school's founders
were based in Washington, D.C.,
the M iddle Atlantic States Association, the same organization which
accredits Bryn Mawr and Haverford, is responsible for accrediting
the American University. Although
she said her November visit made
her only a "ten-day expert,"
McPherson felt it was important to
share some of what she learned with
the hi-College community, since she
found her previous ignorance worrying.
The American University was
founded in 1920 to teach arts and
sciences helpful to Egyptians and to
"foster understanding of the Arab
world and the West." The curriculum is not especially different
from those in American colleges, except for the popular Arabic Studies
program. The language of instruction is English, and the faculty is
about 60 percent Egyptian and 4_0
percent American, including several
Photo by Rabun Taylor .
Bryn Mawr alumnae:·

,

COPjng!y, •
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-~·eNew Yorker, who has been at Haverford for a yeart:J.a balf, also attributed the increase to a particuarly sue·
tl\lful campaign for "special gifts" of over $100 from

~-

~e mrmillttees

in nine major cities conduct a

I ~ gifts drive every fall. This year Chari organized a
~nee in San Francisco, the flrst time on the West
. t. He called this opening of California "very impor. "We're off to a very posltlve
. .
j ~~
'\ · -·' 5a}'lng,
start. "

;uchmore business-like approach" in letter campaigns

itt~~ve made a difference," Chari noted.

The letters of-

F, _a direct, straight-for-Ward presentation" of facts on

1 ~ ~d, the focus of this year's fund raisir:g drive.
!a!d, 'Let's JUSt present people with an mtelhgent
I ~ f~ SUpport rather than sending people fancy pam·
;:-'!!, Chari explained.

I;rklay, January 29,1982

While Haverford concentrates its annual giving in one
office, Bryn Mawr has quite a different system which ·
places more emphasis on raising alumnae money through
alumnae classes.
Gifts from classes as a whole accompany the class reu·
nions which take place every summer. These reunion gifts
constitute a major part ·of the Alumnae Fund, Bryn
Mawr's primary source of annual giving. For instance,
Resource Director Alexandra Aldridge's class is having its
lOth anniversary this summer and plans to raise $10,000.
The Alumnae Fund had raised about $585,000 at the
end of December-$340,000 in reunion money and
$240,000 _in ordinary annual giving. That figure compares
to $350,000 collected in mid-January a year ago.
Aldrich admits the tax cuts influenced annual giving,
saying, "We had quite a big flurry of activity at the end of
the year.
On the other hand, Executive Director of the Alumnae
Fund Maisie DeThier agrees that the federal cuts in
education "enters in" as an incentive for increased private
donations.
The Fund's ultimate goal for the year is $1 million. Last
year they raised $811,000. Bryn Mawr's rate of alumnae
participation is 40 percent, but as DeTheir explained,
"The individuals who give give very generously." In fact,
she said, this year's increase in "more that gifts are bigger
than numbers" of donations are higher.
Incentives such as printing the names of donors in the
Alumnae Bulletin may encourage more alumnae to give.
Since corporations judge a school in part by its alumnae
participation, even a small gift "is a factor in getting big
money from corporations," DeTheir stated.
Bryn Mawr parent contributions are also up, Aldridge
reported. "They really have contributed wonderfully this
year, more so than ever before," she said. About $32,000
towards a $50,000 goal has been received. Only $38,000
was earned all of last year.
Both Bryn Mawr and Haverford are gearing up for
money-raising telethons. Feb. 23 will be the flrst day of
Bryn Mawr's and stUdents interested in volunteering can
call Sinclair Raynols.
Haverford's telethon pulls together students and alumnae for a seven-day effort beginning on April 6.
Recruiting for volunteers will start in late March. Last
year the oldest volunteer was Newlin Paxson, from the
class of 1917.

Some liberalization
In spite of the fact that some
liberalization has occurred under the
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Mubarak regime, academic freedom
remains somewhat shaky, McPherson s_aid, since government officials
control work permits and can revoke
them without reason. Such instru·
sions are apparently more of a problem at the University of Cairo; at the
'American University, McPherson
heard of few abuses and found the
·"level of political concern surprisingly low."
One special experience was a
meeting between the accreditation
team and Mrs: Mubarak, First Lady
of Egypt, which was arranged by the
president of the university. Mubarak
is presently a graduate student at the
university, and did her undergraduate work there some years ago. She
also serves as head of the Alumni
Association.

Remarkable exchange
The meeting was a "rather
remarkable exchange," McPherson
reported. Mrs. Mubarak talked of
her efforts to lead a normal life
within the confines of her position,
and of her work in sociology. She
was receptive about the idea of a
possible visit to Bryn Mawr on an
upcoming visit to the United States.
McPherson came away from the
meeting wondering "How Nancy
Reagan would .have coped with eight
academics out of the blue?"
Other highlights of McPbenon•s
trip included a tour of the VaHey cC
the Kings at Luxor, and an ady
morning ride to the Pyramids 011 an
"old racehorse who didn't ~ •
wasn't still on the track..'"

. : S:Ubmissions . for the
Guide for the Perplexed are
due Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
The News office in the College Inn.
Guide submissions will
not be accepted over the
phone.
.. U...,l""~l...,i'il...,l..,Y"'T..,~

THE TROUPES!

The Travelling Variety Troupe
1
Masked Confusion"
MACIC • COMEDY • FUN
DANCE • IMPROV • MUSIC
We want you if you can act, dance,
sing, juggle ...
We want you if you can .make things
disappear, make balloon animals,
make people laugh .
We want you if you have a little
enthusiasm and want to have
a lot of fun . . .

When:
Where:
Who:

Thursday, FE=bruary 4 at 10:00 PM
Blue Room , College Inn
We Want You!!

642-1612

. )f..,l'1l..,l..,I"U··u··U..,T""'T~..,T..,T..,I..,T..,T..,T"1T"')l1T..,T"T..,I..,I...,I..,I..,T...,T"'i'f")]
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Biology chairman·takes control
by Caroline Nason
Settling in among a growing pile of
papers and hanging her Neuronal
Differentiation calender on the wall,
Betty Mack Twarog assumed her
duties as chairman of the Bryn Mawr
biology department at th~ beginning
of the semester.
Twarog comes to Bryn Mawr from
the State University of New York at
Stony Brook where she was a professor in the depart!nent of anatomi- .
cal sciences at the school of basic
health sciences.
Likes to teach

mammals and in the circulatory
system of mammals. She has been experimenting on rats.
In addition to her teaching laurels
When asked what problems she
Twarog boasts an extensive list of
saw in the department Twarog said
publications, 43 in all.
that it was a matter of housekeeping
and facilites and equipment, although
Physiology speciality
she stated that the C'Ollege is already
involved in improving the facilities
Twarog, whose specialty is
and equipment of the department.
physiology, will participate in the
selection of two new faculty _ They have "already renovated some
members. One appointment should
labs totally," she said, adding that the
be announced later in the spring,
College had already purchased some
with the next coming in the fall. She
equipment and was planning further
is looking for someone who has "inexpenditure, the most notable being
vestigated structure as well as funcan electron microscope.
tion," someone who has studied some
Assumes helm
"molecular architecture."
Twarog assumed the helm of a

The Swarthmore math major came
to Bryn Mawr because "I like to teach
very much." She went on to explain
that in the past she spent about half
of her time at institutions where
teaching was the primary focus and
the other half of her teaching career
at institutions which placed major
emphasis on research. She said she
feels she has the opportunity for both
at Bryn Mawr.
After receiving her M.S. at Tufts
in biology and her Ph.D. from Rad-

Although Twarogoid not visualize
any radical changes in the department, she predicts that "we will have
a much more varied, broader
faculty," adding, "Besides teaching
'Systems and Comparative
Psysiology' I would like to teach an
advanced course in aspects of
physiological neurology."
The research which she is doing
now deals with how nerves control
muscles in the functions of lower

d·epartment with 20 graduate
students and 28 majors in the senior
and junior classes. According to
Twarog the number of students majoring in biology is decreasing all
over the country in a response to the
declining job market.
Twarog summed up the attitude of
other faculty, students and adminis- tration toward her as "helpful in ·
every·way you could imagine," saying
"I like it very, very much."

Photo by Rabun T aylor

weather
difficult
by Anne Gollings
Approximately 160 high school
students with 10 facutly advisors
came to Bryn Mawr and Haverford
last weekend for the annual hiCollege Model United Nations Conference (BICMUNC).
Participants simulated the workings of the United Nations throughout the weekend, with students acting
as representatives of different countries.
Junior Scott Peterson was the
chairman of this year's event. He
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Prof. Betty Mack Twarog joins the biology· dept. at Bryn Mawr.

Harrassment-.calls plague Wardens

. The hi-College Model United Na- .
tions Conference took place last
week in spite of inclement weather
and slippery sidewalks. Gest served
as the conference room for ilie
delagates who represent countries
from all over the world.

Model U.N. convened

The COOP Snack Bar
distinctive logo whic
flyers and T -shirts a
the uniform for Snac
All students are in
ideas. The student
winning entry wilf
portable cassette dec
official 'Coop Staff '
. winning design.
All entries should
3"x5" index card an
Friday, February 8th

1'!-bySo-Ninl.il

(Continued from page I)
A rash of anonymous "harassment"
phone calls plagued Bryn Mawr
wardens last weekend, reported Bryn
Mawr Security D1rector Vincent
DeCerchio.
DeCerchio said the calls came from
an unidentified male who "wanted to
gain personal information" from his
victims. The man would start off

Bi-Co.lleg~

In search •

cliffe, Twarog went ·on to teach at
Harvard, Tufts and Oxford.

Photo by Rabun Taylo<

cited icy roads and difficulty with
transportation between campuses as
the largest problem for this year's
conference. Otherwise, things proceeded smoothly.
No complaints
"There were no complaints that I
heard of, surprisingly," stated Peterson, adding that after last year's
drinking problems among BICMUNC participants, "we wanted to
make it clear that we didn't want a
repetition of that."
Bad weather contributed to this
year's small turnout. Last year approximately 200 students attended.
Another reason was difficulty in get·
ting necessary information mailed to
the high schools in time. Still, said
Peterson, "T·he faculty advisors were
really impressed with it."

dle it," DeCerchio said. If it happens
with "some sort of story, a guise" as a
again, he promised, we're prqwai10
pretense for calling.
do something about it." He did m
"One time he said that a student
elaborate.
had been raped and was at the train
station," DeCerchio explained. The
DeCerchio is organizing an cmt
man wanted the warden to come pick
service for "safety in numbers"willil
the girl up. Another pretense was the
the campus itself.
need for a baby-sitter.
After the initial guise, the caller
Student volunteers will f1lll lilt
would start asking questions about
program,
which will ~ sfmii"10
the victim's appearance, among other
Haverford's escort service. A.things.
volunteer may work as liltR •~to
DeCerchio is checking to see if
other local schools such as Harcum -- hours a week, while bat'lp
volunteers -as little as fobr '-s 1
and Villanova also received such
semester.
calls. He said local police told him incidents like this "occur periodically."
Peter Goekjian, HC cdl ceHe also noted that the wardens are
administrator and a co1lSIIIIIatil*
the only residents of the college who
Bryn· Mawr service, blpcs il
are listed in the Eastern Main Line
\Vomen will serve as esconsailla
directory as residents of the college
men, _overcoming any doubts'iaf
along with which dorm they occupy.
women escorts.
Security sent out a memo last
Wednesrlay informing College
Beginning in early Fe!My,
residents of the anonymous caller and
volunteers can sign up at fllJIIJI
urging them to hang up as soon as
Mawr dining center, at 1\al
they realize they have received a
Great Hall during coffte 00ar • •
similar call. "People should follow
the Haverford Dining ceatr.
this because it's the only way to han-

Wellness program receives funding
by Becky Raham
The Bryn Mawr physical education department recently won a $75,000 grant from the Elizabeth Hooper
Foundation. The grant will be divided into $25,000 per
year for three years. The director of the department, Jen
Shillingford, explained that the winning grant proposal
is for a "Wellness" course.
The idea for the course came from department member Elaine Johnson. She first heard of such a course at
the American Alliance of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD) conference in Boston last summer.
Shillingford worked with Dr. Woodruff from the
health services and Gail Finan from the food service to
adapt the original concept of a "Wellness" course to the
health and fitness needs of Bryn Mawr. The result was a
list of four areas to be taught within the "Wellness" proram: stress management, nutrition and weight control,
fitness, and abuse of alcohol and drugs.
The Elizabeth Hooper Foundation accepted the propo~al ,aftfr .Metrop~litan L_ife turned it down. The
H~per fanuly estabhshed thts local foundation to honor
Eliz3beth Hooper, a World War I army nurse.
ShillingfordJeels that the physical education depart-
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ment, health services and food services now bmadlls
bond after working together on the p~ Ia lk
physical education department itself,~
the development of the program "gives us a reai•Ii
1
pulling things together."
The department will plan the curriculum oftllt'wliness" program this summer. The first semcs~Uwi llt
tatively begin with "Nutrition and Weight Ccalllflli
"Fitness," with the other two areas added Jaw.'ik
grant money will allow Shillingford to birullellllikpartment member. She will also be hiring people II!'
place two department members leavingattbeellll~~~~
semester. Elaine Johnson is getting married aadJjlla
Castner is taking a year's leave.
Next year Shillingford hopes to invo!Ye
plus the biology and psychology de~ 10 ~
with the program. In the third year she wouldit.,Jl'
terest even more of the faculty and staff.
Shillingford has, as she puts it, been "juJDpilleliPJii
down" with excitement since she learned ofmopl
proposal's acceptance. She talks of"spirHlfi's"~~
four core areas. For the athletes of the ~
course on competitive stress might be ·appcalilllo

tilt-.
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Steven Henson,
Emory University,
full-time position o
Academic Computii
Along with Kim·
other Coordinator o
puting, who due ro
working only part-ti
he will be organizi
center to encourage
puters in the hurm
sciences.
Henson became i:

Enter1
Friday, Jan. 29
8 p.m.: Bernice Re

black folk music. F e
call 896-6606. McC
8:30p.m.: Three ~
refreshment.
9:30 p.m.: Three ~
John Kraus and rna
Saturday, Jan. ~
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black folk music. F1
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Presents Everything
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Wednesday, Fel
10:15 p.m.: HaveJ
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Th11l"sday, Feb.

7:30 & 9:30: Brvt
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8·-y, Feb. 5
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Presents The Tin L
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3·-y, Jan. 2S
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"-uctllatlcs
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Friday, January

~unding out the NewsJI
In search of logo
1k Coop Snack Bar is looking for a
, ~ logo which it can use on
full! pi T-shirts and will become
&unifunn for Snack Bar Staff. .
.\11 51\dents are invited to submit
aa, The student submitting the
r.::ing entry will receive a Sony
pl!i* cassette deck, .as well as an
D:ial 'Coop Staff T-shirt with the
I ;i:lliDg design.

1 AI entries should be drawn on a
' fu1 iDda card and submitted by
. [1ilay, February 8th.

Computer
coordinator

puters while working on his dissertation in American Studies.
He served as the supervisor of one
of Emory University's Computer
Centers before coming to Haverford.

Elections commence
SGA elections will begin Feb. 15.
Deadline for candidate's statements is
Feb.7 at 7 p.m. Candidates are asked
to send copies of their statements to
Activities Head Kittie Norton and
The News before this time. Maximum length for presidential candidate's statements is 40 lines of 55
characters each. Maximum statement
length for all other candidates is 30
lines.

Slmn Henson, a graduate of
fDry University, has assumed the
~ position of Coordinator of
l.11aDic Computing at Haverford.
Akllg with Kimberly Wiley, the
m Olordinator of Academic Com' ~ who due to an illness will be
mq oaly part-time this semester,
lt will be organizing the computer
joias dae biolcv dept. • Jr.,. Mar.
ll!!t! toencourage more use of coml'llriiiJStli<I.o
~ in the humanities and social

ague Wardens

am.

1 llclsln became interested in com-

Current officers will be available
for consultation with prospective candidates. Their names, positions, and
phone numbe~ are: Leann Ayers,
president, 649-2388; Margaret
Breen; vice-president, 649-6296,
Judy Bloom, secretary, 649-5539, Jim
Tanner, treasurer, 649-5931; Margot
Boigon, Honor Board head,
649-6085; Kittie Norton, activities
head, 649-5732; qaudia Ginanni, activities head, 649-5723; Cindy

Konecko, Residence Council head,
649-5697; Melissa Davie, Curriculum Committee head, 649-5634;
Judy Calhoun, traditions mistress,
649-6108; and Lisa Lewis, representative to the Board of Trustees,
525-9050.
Candidates are asked to come to
The News office between 7 and 9
p.m. on Feb. 9 to have their photos
taken .
In addition all candidates are required to attend a meeting following
the SGA Assembly meeting at 8 p.m.
on Feb. 7 in Taylor A. No posters
may be posted before this meeting.

negotiations, Columbia and Barnard
concluded that admitting women to
Columbia rather than a merger of the
two institutions would be in the best
interest of both schools.

The Columbia administration
states that the concept of an all-male
institution is anachronistic. Barnard
believes that women are seeking a
women's college for their undergraduate experience:

The composition of the ad hoc
committee which reviews appointments at Barnard will change. Currently, three Columbia and two Barnard representatives consider tenure
appointments. An outside scholar
will comprise the committee with
two representatives from each school
Columbia University will admit · under the revised policy.
women beginning in the fall of 1983.
In addition, Barnard College and
Columbia will revise their educaBryn Mawr Senior Willa Seldon
tional cooperation agreement.
who attended Barnard last spring
The sharing of educational facil- commented, "Barnard will be hurt_hv
ities and resources will continue until Cqlumbia's going coed. The school~
1989. However, proposed revisions are so joined." She added that the
will give Barnard more control over number of women who attend Barprofessional appointments and tenure nard because it's a women's college is
decisions.
small and most women use the facilities of Columbia rather than BarIn 1975, Columbia faculty annard.
nounced that Columbia should become coeducational. As a result of

Columbia
goes coed

Social bus
out of gas .
The Social Bus no longer makes
morning runs to HPA and Brecon
due to shortage of funds. Repairs to
the Social Bus have exceeded their
repair budget, necessitating service
cutbac_ks. Weekend Social Van service still continue according to a
schedule distributed today.
The bus should be back in service
"hopefully by sometime .next week,"
said Social Bus Director Kevin Gaffney. The bus needed a new transmission costing about $1000 and a new
crank shaft for another $1000.

Juniors pl~ show
The junior class will hold a brainstorming session Sunday for its
class show. Planning meetings for the
show began before Christmas. President Tracy Monk commented,
"There's a few people who were really involved in the freshman show
who've been thinking about this since
they were freshmen." The theme of
the show will remain secret until the
performance in the first or third week
in March.
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I t.» p.m.: Three Seasons presents guitarist
!:l:n Knus and magician Mark Mitton.

&turday, Jan. 30

.

, Ip.m.: Bernice Reagan presents a concert of
~ ijk music. For tickets and information,
Beginning in early fe!1u1!Y, Qli i!IJ6.6006. Macerate.
volunteers can sign up at any 8I)1 I ~ &: lo-.30 p.m.: Haverford Film Series
Mawr dining (tllter, at n- i!!lms E!Itl'ything You Always Wanted to
Great Hall during cotfee boor ~~' ~ Kt~~.~ Alaa Sex .•• Stokes.
the Haverfird f)ining centtf·
Kp.m.: Twmty-five hour dance maratho~
~ A donation will be charged for admis·
lll\ llQ!on VICtory Club, 1001 Chestnut St.,

I
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Two Balls Out of the Pieces of One Ball the
Same Size: The Banach-Tarski Paradox." 357
Science Building.
4 p.m.:Prof. Marie Mortasawa, SUNY
Binghamton, on "The Impact of Humans on
Rivers." 100 &ience Building.
4:30 p.m.: Martha Davis, Temple University,
on "Prophecy and Sorcery in the Arganautica
of Valerius Flaccus." Co!Dffion Room,
Goodhart.
4:45p.m.: Dr. Vera Mainz, Rohm and Haas,
on "Chemistry of Metal-Metal Quadruply
Bonded Compounds." 166 Park.
4:15p.m.: Bernice Reagan, program director
and cultural historian for the Smithsonian Institution's Division of Performing Arts, on
black music. 101 Gest.

Tuesday, Feb. 2
10 a.m.: Collection. Stokes.
3 p.m.: Prof. Nina Roy, Rosemont College,
on "Extreme Points and 11(T}-spaces." 357
Science Building.
8 p.m.: Prof. Stanley L. Engennan, University of Rochester, on "From Time on the Cross
to Emancipation." Common Room, Goodhart.

WedneSday, Feb. 3
8.:30 p.m.: Mura Dehn, founder and director
of Traditional Jazz Dance Company, Inc., will
present her film, "The Spirit Moves." Stokes.
Thursday, Feb. 4
4 p.m.: Ullrich Langer, French Department,
on "Seventeenth-Century Women Figure
Desire: Phedre's Chariot and Madame de
Sevigne's Coach." Crenshaw Room, Taylor.
4:15p.m.: Prof. Satchedina on "The Continuation of Revolution: Islamic Experience."
101 Gest.
8:30 p.m.: Ariel Loewy, the Jack and Barbara
Bush Professor in the Natural &ience, on
"Molecules and Life- Why I Am Doing What
--.. I Am Doing." Stokes.

Friday Feb. 5
4:30 p.m.: Alan Watson, University of Penn·
sylvia Law School, on -Roman Slave Law imd

Rornanist Ideology." Common Room,
Goodhart.

Meetings

Friday, Jan. 29

'

6 p.m.: Juggling Club. Living Room, Barclay.

Sunday; Jan. 31
2 p.m.: Junior Class Show Meeting. Living
Room, Erdman.

Monday, Feb. 1
7:3a p.m.: Bryn Mawr College Investment
Committee. 314 Canaday.
10 p.m.:&reaming Club. Founder's Steps.

literature and visual art. New members
welcome.
Applications for Bryn Mawr Customs teams
for 1982-83 will be avilable Jan. 30 in Erdman
134. Applications are due Feb. 7. Interviews
begin Feb. 9.
Bryn Mawr Volleyball's annual Valentine's
Day carnation sale has begun. Carnations
will be delivered Feb. 14 with your message.
Call Kay Cashman (645-5584) .or Cyndi
Carlson (645-5757) to order.
A $1,000 prize will be awarded by World of
Poetry Magazine. Applications available from
World of Poetry, 2431 Stockton Blvd., Dept.
A, Sacramento, Ca. 95817.

Wednesday, Feb. 3
7:30p.m.: Discussion on Investment Responsibility Groups. Film: Controlling Interest.
7:30p.m.: Chess Club. Gest 103.
Thrusday, Feb. 4
10 p.m.: Audition and meeting for Mask Confusion, a traveling variety show.

Academic
Announcements
Two new classes join the Gest Program:
GP IntrOduction to Islamic Studies MW
12:30-2, Gest 101, Margaret Sanner.
· GP African Ideology and Belief IT
2:30-4 M, Gest House, MacGaffey &
Mudimbe.

Notes
The new Ampersand is now accepting
material for the spring issue. Send subO:uSsion
to ~les Cohen (~5-5422) or Tommasina
Gabriele (645-5445) m Erdman through campus mail by Feb. 19. Prizes awarded in
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Religious
Events

Friday, Jan. 29

5 p.m.: Catholic Mass. Music Room,
Goodhart.
.
5:45 p.m.: Shabbat services. Yarnall House.

Sunday, Jan. 31
10:15 p.m.: Catholic Mass. Nesman Room,
Basement, Founders
10:30: First Day Meeting. Meetinghouse.

Tuesday, Feb. 2
4:30 p.m.: Catholic Mass. Newman Room,
Basement, Founders.

VVednesday,Feb. 3
8 p.m.: Open House of the Bah'ai Faith. 101
Gest.

Thursday Feb. 4
10 a.m.: Fifth Day Meeting. Meetinghouse.
10 _p.m.: Reverend Maureen Morris of Bryn
Mawr Presbyterian Church. Basement,
Goodhart.
Friday,Feb.5:Sha~t~as.

Yrumwll

House.
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'Timeout:
From ambulance driving to gold mining,
by Matt Levinger

.'
~

.

Imagine yourself in the warm
salt surf of Hapuna Beach,
Hawaii. Or behind the ·wheel of
a Denver ambulance en route to
the scene of a cardic arrest. Or
as a shopkeeper in an Italian
village, chatting with a survivor
of the Battle of the Bulge.
Many of us have fantasized
about moments like these. A few~
have experienced them-Haverford and Bryn Mawr students
who have ventured east of ·the
Duck Pond and west of Taylor
Tower during a year away from
college.
In 1980-81, 40 Bryn Mawrters
and 38 Haverfordians went on
leaves of absence, some for one
semester, some for two. Some
left school to add an.-'e- xperimen-·
tal aspect to their formal training
for a career; some sought to
escape an academic routine. All
of th~m, in taking off from
school, were taking on a
challenge that virtually none
regretted having risked in.
One day in February of 1980,
Celia Virginia Harquail was
caught by a powerful feeling of
unrest. "I was sitting in my room
talking with a friend, and I suddenly said, "I am bored. I am
bored, bored, bored., Boredom
is not an uncommon feeling during the February blues. Harquail, however, thought that the
remedy lay outside Bryn Mawr.

Celia Harquail came to the realization
oue day that she was bored. ..All mf
friends seemed to be on a track ••• I felt
W. doing something~ taking a
risk..
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'All of my fnends seemed to
·
be on a track-high school then
college, then law school. I felt
like doing something different,
taking a risk."
For Jeff Dunoff, the year away
offered a chance to broaden his
education. Studying political
philsophy in his first year, and a
half at Haverford he "felt
frustrated at the lac'k of an experimental aspect to inform the
academic., A year working on
Capitol Hill gave Dunoff a
chance to mesh theory with
practice, and a "much richer
appreciation, of politics.
Finally, time off from school is
sometimes the only appropriate
choice for a student who is not
sure of his or her position in the
intellectual world. Eric Krotkov
reached the end of his
sophomore year feeling "very
confused.,, He explains:."I didn't
know whether I wanted to be an
academician or a man of action._
I had to try some of the alternatives.,
Krotkov began his year off by
"hitching down Route 81,
heading for the warm weather/'
and returned to Haverford after
having thumbed 12,000 miles,
with no more than $200 in his
pocket at any point.
A more structured approach
is sometimes helpful. Dean JoAnne Vanin of Bryn Mawr notes:
"Its ·important for a student to
think through the year before
de~iding to take time off. We encourage students to make a
plan.,
The planning process Ul?ually
involves focusing on goals for
the year, making contacts and
figuring out how to make it
financially. Sometimes special
money is available to those who
know where to find it. Abigail
Adams was able to obtain a
Career Planning grant from
Bryn Mawr, which -allowed her
to learn about international
development by working as an
intern for Oxfam during her first
summer away
school.
.
According t~ Haverford professor
Frank Fisher, the goal of
th 1ann·
e P
mg process should not
be to make a ''perfect plan, but

b e in on specific
o
or
·b·l·t·
d then pursue
poss1 111es, an
them·,
.
d
H
When FISher work~ at arvard, two of his adv1sees came
into his office one day fe~ up
with college, but uncertam of
what else to do .. Fisher to~d one
of the students to close h1s eyes
and point to a spot on a map .
The student pointed to Australia.
Fisher then had the other student open a copy of the Yellow
Pages. The student opened to
"Ambulances: The two students
became ambulance drivers in
Australia for a year and had a
wonderful .time.
.
The challenge of a year off
takes many forms. For Jeff
Dunoff it was the. job. Working
as a legislative aide for
Representative Ted Weiss of
New York, he found himself
assuming greater responsibility
as the job went on. "It was a total
immersion experience/' he says.
"Because I was interacting in a
professional arena, I developed
a certain sense of confidence
that just isn't accessible at

bi
get a
speak
m unic

t

Ste~

ficult :
the cif
lion. '
being
says. ]
Stevei
dep en
Cel
joyed
home
lived
newsp
town 1
In h
a hos
then ~
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Haverford.~'

On one usual day, Dunoff was
responsible for both writing a
floor speech for . Weiss and
deciding how Weiss should vote
on a bill reorganizing- the
-Nuclear Ragulatory Commission. Recalling- the experience,
Dunoff observes: "It gives you a
better sense of perspective. You
don,t ask Tip O,Neill for an extension.,,
John Parachini faced another
sort of challenge. After completing an intensive eight-week
Italian course, he spent eight
months working in a shop and
vineyard of Varallo Pombia. "I
was able to sit and chat for hours
with people who had lived under
Mussolini,,, he says. "There was
one survivor of the Battle of the
Bulge who came into the shop all
the time. 11
Seeing pushcarts ·
th
village streets was one ~~rm ~
culture shock·, anothe r occurr
· ed
when, on occasional trips to the
university in Milan , h e was s topped and asked for identili ti
by soldiers toting machine ca
on
guns.
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John Parachini spent eight moDtha in
Italy following an inteDBive llallan
course. "One is challenged. COIIfromtd.
forced to. come to grips with c11f11cu!t
situations," he noted about takiDg lime

mana ~

tum

off.

In the spring Parachini
travelled along the southern
coast of Europe, visiting Greek
ruins, and seeing· tanks in the
streets of Istanbul. In Bulgaria
he became ill, and wasplacedin
the hospital foz Bulgarians in·
stead of the special hospitals for
foreigners.
· "It was hard to get along," he
says, since the only
on
the ward with whom he coukl
communicate was a fellow pa·
tient who spoke a little Fnmch.
Tlie communication gap proved
surmountable, however. "!'he
other patients were regD)ar
gents. I learned a little
Bulgarian."
The best-experiences of ayear
off are not always so dramalic.
1
):.isabeth Frarey who lived on the
island of Hawaii for nine months,
remembers camping on the
beaches and the excitement ol
"watching the ocean and the
waves."
Independence was the mcsl •
important experience for
Jonathan Stevens. Working ina
New York hospital and livinq in
a Cuban and Puerto Rican f
neighborhood on the "upper ·
West Side," Stevens learned to
"do things in unusual ways/ and
often do things alone. After a
month he found a roommate, .
and they soon added a skunk
and a cat to the household· To
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the spring Parachini

travelled along the southern

~ of Europe, visiting Greek
rums, and seeing tanks in ilie
streets of Istanbul. In Bulgaria
· he became ill, and was placed in
the b.ospital lor Bulgarians in·
stead of the special hospitals for

foreigners.
"It was hard to get along," he
says, since the only peiSon on
the ward with whom he could
communicate was a fellowpa·
tient who spoke a little French.
Tlie communication gap proved
surmountable, however. ' The
other patients were regular
gents. I learned a little
Bulgarian." · ·
The best..eJPeriences of ayear
off are not always so dralllatic.
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get a haircut from the Spanishspeaking barber, he had to communicate by gestures.
Stevens found that one difficult part of living by himself in
the city was the problem of isolalion. "The only bad thing about
being alone is loneliness, he
says. Most of the time, however,
Stevens found the feeling of independence exhilarating.
Celia Virginia Harquail enjoyed the opportunity to make a
home for herself in the town she
lived · in. "I read the town
newspaper, I belonged to the
town library. "
In her job, Harqliail started as
a hostess in a hotel resturant,
then was promoted to assistant
manager. Eventually she had to
tum doym another promotion
because she was about to quit.
''The manager couldn1 understand," she s~ys. "He said, "I put
you in the driver's sea~, you took
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Lisabeth Frarey had a mellower than
usual leave. She spent nine months in
Hawaii, "Watching the ocean and the
waves."

off-and now you want to park?"
The result for Harquail has been
an increase in confidence. "I'm
not afraid of graduating and
having to survive in the world, "
she says. "I know that I can do
it.
II

For Eric Krotkov the payoff
was in terms of insight about
himself. "For a long time I had
no idea of whether I'd return to

'

Coleman s exaznjJle sparks

student response, emulation
by Matt Levinger
Ever since -Haverford president Jack Coleman took off in
1973 to work as a ditch digger,
garbageman, and short order
··cook, permission for a leave of
absence from Haverford and
Bryn Mawr has been easy to obtain. At other colleges, any student in good standing can arrange to take a year off by simply writing a note to his or her
dean.
The deans at both Colleges
can provide advice and support
to students who are considering
taking time off. Haverford Dean
Greg Kannerstien says that he
talks to students to make sure
that a leave of absence is the appropriate move for them. "We
··want to be sure that the student
has faced the real issues."
The deans can provide support by helping a student focus
Friday, January 29,1982

his or her goals, get in touch
with alumni, and reassure
parents that taking a year off is
acceptab_le to the College.
At Byrn Mawr, students must
apply in writing by July 1 for a
leave beginning in the first
semester, and by Nov. 1 for a
leave beginning in the second
semester. A student should con·
firm her date of return in a letter
to her dean by March 1 for
return in the fall semester and by
Dec. 1 for a return in the spring
semester. ·
At Haverford, in order to obtain an ~conditional leave, a
student must notify his dean in.
writing by March 1 for a leave
beginning first semester and by
Dec. 1 for a leave beginning in
the second semester. A student
must notify the College if his or
her intention to return by the
end of the registration period for
that semester.

Haverford," he recounts. "I
"Unhappiness is a bad one," she
couldn't tell just by introspecsays, "because you can be
tion. I had to expose myself to all
unhappy anywhere. You can't
these bizarre, cold, foreign, extake it as a cop-out- a year off is
periences to know what I was
definitely not an easy way out."
like." Most suggested that students
Krotkov could not decide
considering a semester off talk to
whether or not to return to colpeople who have done it who
lege, while he was working as a
can give an idea of things to do,
cook in a New Orleans, or on a
and pitfalls to avoid. Students
Louisiana oil rig, but by the seshould ·also talk to advisers, procond summer things began to
fessors, alumni. "There is an
change ~ "In Alaska I had a lot of
amazing web of people out there
time to watch the water run by at
in the world, " notes Abigail
the gold mine I worked at," he
Adams. "They can help you."
recalls,· "and I could see myself
The advice of Haverford Dean
more clearly. Incredibly~ that viGreg Kannerstein simple; "If
sion has not changed."
you think seriously about
Not everyone who takes a year
whether to take a year off, then
off returns to college, but mo~t
you probably should do it." In
do. According to the Haverford
their experience of the last
Dean's Office, one-third of
decade, the deans at ;Haverford
students who take leaves of
and Bryn Mawr have discovered
absence before the end of their
that students return from time off
sophomore year complete their
more mature, more sure of
education at Haveford, while . themselves and with a better
while two-thirds of the students
sense of the value of their educawho take leaves of absence after
tion than when they left.
the end of their sophomore year
Parachini observes: "There is
return to take a Haverford
something insecure about taking
degree.
time off. One is challenged,
None of the students inter·
confronted, forced to come to
viewed for this article expressed
grips with difficult situations."
any regrets about having taken
Students who are able to make
time off, though a few felt that
the leap of faith involved in the
they could have made better use
decision to leave school often
find that the risk they take is
of their time. Asked about advice for students who are conwell-deserved.
sidering a leave of absence, they
offer a nearly unanimous
Matt Levinger '83 spent last
answer-in Frarey's words, "Do
year
working as an ambulance
it. You'll never regret it." Hardriver in Denver and at a fishing
quail advises that you also exlodge
on Iliamna, Alaska.
amine your reasons carefully.

Jeff Dunoff. (right), spent a year working on Capitol Bill. "You don't ask Tip O'Neil for
an exteasion.• be remarked. Joaatban Sten.as wcdred in a New Yon &o.pital. UriqID a Puerto Rican and Spanish ~~eighborboocl.
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81- 82 Students Council Candidates.

''

Sixteen candidates have announced their intentions to seek positions on Haverford's
Students Council. Primary elections will be
held on Monday and Tuesday, Feb. l and 2.
Ballots will be distributed via student mailboxes
in the Dining Center and can be deposited in a
ballot box in the mailroom. Balloting closes at 6
p.m. on Tuesday.
Since all candidates need a minimum of 40
percent of the vote to win, nmoff elections will
be held on Wednesday and Thursday under the
same proceedures as for the primary. Balloting
will close at 6 p.m. on Thursday.
Presidential candidates are Andrew Cutler,
Andrew Norton, M.B. Walsh and Roy Wasserman. Matthew Bernstein is the only first vicepresidential contender. Steve Buyske, Bill
Patzer and Scott Peterson are vying for the second vice-presidential position.
Pursuing the treasurer's spot are Nick
Atkeson, Robert Barry, Nirmal -Narvekar and
Yen Tsai. Marc Geffroy, Barnily L6pez,
Thomas Vaughan and William Walsh are running for secretary.

President
Andrew Cutler.
"Please consider your vote as
carefully as I have considered running for this office."
... Andrew Cutler

I am running for president of Haverford's
Students Council. The decision was not arrived
-at spontaneously or carelessly. I have spent
many hours debating with myself whether I am
prepared to handle the responsibility, commit.ment and authority which would be expected of
me as president. After this self-examination, I
feel confident of my ability to be president of
the Students Council.
I believe that one should not make an important decision such as the one I have made, or
the one you will make with your vote, without
solid evidence. Therefore, I would like to share
with you the reasons why I have chosen to run
for president.
My involvement in the community has been
extensive~ providing me with the necessary experience to run our student government.
Through representing Haverford in tennis and
basktball, I have learned the values of individua1' and team effort.
Being a customsperson in Gummere taught
me how to handle responsibility and to listen to
and deal with others. I was dorm representative
for Gumrnere and for HPA, which gave me experience in workings fo student government. I
have served on several committees: concessions,

Exciting Career
Opportunities in

Montessori.

.J!!,qiJ1!!9

Teacher Training Program in Philadelphia,
PA & Ithaca, N. Y Call or Write:
AERCO Montessori Teacher Training
1400 E. Willow Grove Aile. , Phila., PA 19118

Phone: (215) 233-0141
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belong. As president I would address myself
and Council's money to broader events, such as
dorm parties and musical/artistic performances .
I would suggest raising our dues since this small
percentage of our tuition has a disproportionate
effect on student life and enjoyment.
While it is Honor Council's role to monitor
the Honor Code, the president, as leader of the
school, must address the issue of the Code and
the common student apathy regarding it. I feel
that the only way the Code can be legitimate is
not through tradition, but if over half of the
students ratify it. Any code which cannot bring
over half of our school into Roberts to vote in
favor of it is flawed and unstable.
Through my experience on Council, I also
feel that Students Council itself must be revitalized to interest more students in joining and
paying attention to it. Good intention and
sincere efforts should benefit the whole College
and not deteriorate into muddled committees
and unattended Plenaries.

,.
Customs (twice), and budget. This experience
has taught me how to work with others to get
things done effectively and efficiently.
Last semester, I was President Stevens' assistant, and this job provided me with the opportunity to meet many students and hear their
opinions and suggestions. I must emphasize
that if I am elected my allegiance will be to the
' student body alone.
While I cannot now designate any specific
projects that I would apply myself to since I
plan to be attentive to my fellow students' imput, I do have some ideas on improvement ofsocial life and strengthing Cooperation with
Bryn Mawr, which I would be happy to share
at the open forum that will be held for the candidates.
Feel free to apporach me at any time with any
questions you may have about my candidacy.
Please consider your vote as carefully as I have
considered running for this office.

M.B. Walsh
'~

council that is alienated from
the rest of the student body serves
no one."
... M.B. Walsh

Mter a year and half on Students Council, I
feel that I now understand how Coucil can best
work within our community. In an effort to
achieve that potential, I am rurming for president,

Andrew ·Norton

with Bryn Mawr and promoting more Quaker
activities on campus. And-, of course, I do. But
this is not an issue-centered election. I think we
all want those things.
However, setting goals and achieving them
are not the same thing. I think I have the right
mixture of past experience and new ideas that
will enable us to reach the crucial balance that
Council must meet before we can be at all effective .
From that point on, the Students Association
sets the goals and Council will best be able to at·
tain them.

Roy Wasserman

... Andrew Norton

· It is crucial that whoever is president concerns himself with making sure that Students
Council's money is properly spent on the whole
student body, and not as much on a few clubs
and groups to which most students do not

"An issue which particularly concerns me is the decreasing amount
of faculty residing on campus."
... Rcy wantl'llllm
It makes a difference.
Since I have been at Haverford (I am a junior)
I have observed the disinterest which often
arises in the community as a result of weJl.
meaning but ineffective leaderhsip. I have also
observed and personally experienced the feeling
of efficacy and accomplishment resulting from.
responsive and eoncerned campJJS leadership.
As president I will be accessible. I would like
to establish a few hours during the weeK' when I
will be in a designated place for you to speak
with me, shout at me, or throw things at me.
Students have not been receiving firsthand information about student and faculty committee
structure, charges of the various committees
and complete membership of the committees. The nature of the ad hoc review committes for
faculty hiring and firing remains a mystery to
most ofus.

There has to be a balance between two often
divergent factors for Council to be a worthwhile
facet of the community. Primarily, Council has
to work with as many students as possible and
attempt to reflect the viewpoint of the student
body as a whole. A council that is alienated
from the rest of the student body serves no one.
However, Council must also be effective. We
must be dear-sighted and decisive enough to
win the respect of the administration, or, again
we will be useless. I believe my experience will
enable me to locate this balance. ·
I've been secretary of Council for the past
year. The semester before that I was dorm
representative and on Appointments Committee. I am familiar with the framework we must
work within and recognize its strengths and
shortcomings.
I could state now that I favor improving
social life, increasing diversity, strengthing ties
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As president I would like to see a mon:
cohesive student representation on the review
committees, and for that matter, on all commitres. If we students are to be influential in ad- rninistrative decisions Students Council must
work more cohesively with student representatives on the Educational Policy Committe,
Academic Advisory Committee, etc.
An issue which particularly concerns me is
the decreasing number of faculty residing on
campus. It is time that we effectively expms
discontent with this situation and attempt to
preserve our unique resident faculty.
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Students Council .Candidates
As a former student body president and
treasurer at Deep Springs College, and the
maintenance director of the Student Work Program here, I've developed the skill. and experience to achieve these goals as well as to take
care of more mundane affairs. I have the requisite skills for running Appointments Com-.
mittee since I was also admissions chairman at
Deep Springs and on the Math Search Committee here.

clasS, size, faculty time and many other impor-

tant topics. Please come Sunday night to ask me

questions about these issues.
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enriching experiences which have given me a
good understanding of the dynamics of the College. I have been a customsperson for two years,
a member of Students Council for a year, a
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member of the Appointments Committee for
_twO semesters and I have written for The News .

I also
rtviraJ.
and
and

Roy Wll&lllt

Currently I also serve on the Housiiig Committee and give campus tours to prospective
stUdents. Last spring I originated and organized
Haverfest 'SL It was while I was preparing for
this event that I realized the special qualities of

If you want a Haverford where you'll have
the opportunity to participate in open student
politics, for specific issues or in general, you
should vote for me. I'm committed to that vision and I have what it takes to begin to bring it
about. If you don't care, you should still vote for
me. I'll manage regular business with dedication and skill. I11 make sure you know what's
going on, and when your special interest does
come up I'll be there. Always.

Haverford and the potential for fuller exploitation of these qualities.
·
Student leaders do make the difference.
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Matthew Bernstein
"But now we must a/1-work
together to stimulate the one
_
member of the community who
forms our basic structure, our foundation-the individual."
-

Second
vice-Pres.
Steve Buyske

... Matthew Bernstein

Hello. I am runniilg for First Vice President
and I want your support, not only in your vote,
but in your actions as a community. I have
served on Honor Council for the past year and
during that time, I have been disappointed with
its effect on _generating community enthusiasm
tllW'Md college issues, e.g. we -barely achieve
quorum at Plenary and dorm meetings are not
well attended. Neither the commUnity nor the
Honor Council is to blame, for both bodies
have made sincere efforts toward achieving the
goal of a cohesive community. But now we
must all work TOGETHER to stimulate the
one member of the community who forms our
basic structure, our foundation - the individuaL

"I want to begin the process of
democratizing student decisionmaking."
-

Bill Patzer
"Rhetoric aside, when you cast your
vote, cast it on the basis of inte~i
ty, experience and commitment. '
. . . Bill Patzer

is lacking both in the frequency of the reports
made to Council and in their substantive content. Seemingly autonomous these committees
are not reporting regularly to Council or to the
student body.

To reach this goal, I need your help. I intend
to make Honor Council far more accessible
than it has been in the past. One way is to open
that "dark box" of confidentiality enough to let
light iii (so that Council can learn and benefit
from the articulated wishes of the communi tv)
and to let light seep out (wherin the community
learns from the actions of Council). It will be
dillicuJt to do this without compromising the
Privacy of those involved in trials and cases;
however, an Honor Council decision affects the
comml!Dity only insofar as the community is
aware of what decision was made, and how and
why it was arrived at.

Many issues that Haverfordians discuss again
and again came up in the last year: among them
social life, Cooperation and Plenary. In addition
new ones appeared -the Committee on a
Haverford Education (CHE) and women's concerns- or took on added importance - security
for example. _
'/ '
Experience on the Appointments Committee
gives one a unique viewpoint on these issues
because, in appointing students to deal with
them, one has to consider the issues personally
before appointing anyone. The issues I mentioned are the ones I (and the Executive Council) will address in the coming year.

teresting cases would geQerate public response.
~y from the community conscience, as
displayed through this response, can Honor
Council know how ethical our decisions are.

FridaY· Jafll.latY 29,1961

As second vice-president my main responsibilities would be those related i:o the appointments process. The appointment of responsible
students to committees, and the coordination of
their efforts is essential if student views are to
be effectively heard. Presently the relationship
between Council and its numerous committees ·

I want to begin the process of democratizing
student decision-making. Students and Executive Council must increase student
awareness of how they work ancLexactly what

\
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... ScoTT Peterson

Student government doesn't exist. At least it
seems that way. Students don't know who is
making what decisions how, or even that impor-.
tant decisions are made. The twin consequences
are an apathetic, apolitical Students Association
and an alienated, burnt-out Students Council.

the COnsistent publishing of abstracts immediat~ after trials and other important and in-

.f',dt!C'tiOil' c;oopraliOIIJ ,_..

''I have also been concerned with
student apathy concerning Council. This is clue, I think, to a pervasive
belief that student views cfon't affect
the aecisions and policies of the faculty and admmistration." -

... STeve Buyske

The staging of simulated trials in Stokes
could be a good place to start. Then, perhaps

.. --·~ ill cfe!Ji1
revents me frOJJI ~.::;;niiee Oil a
co~ the v:-- _.:.t ~

Scott Peterson

When I ran for office last year I didn't realize
·' what holding it would entail. In the last year
I've been on Students Council, Appointments
Committee and a number of othr committees. I
now know what it takes in order for me to do an
effective and innovative job in terms of commitment, experience and generai knowledge about
how to get things done on Council and Appointments Committee.

!

Honor Council will become far more effective
at working for you, if you help us work with
you, You can begin by attending Sunday's open-

engenders. The current Appointments process
is closed and rather secretive (not without some
justification). This gives the appearance that
this process leads to a small pool of students
that influence decisions at Haverford. I will institute cnanges in: (ask me for specifics when I
come to campaign) 1) the interview process
with greater dialogue; 2) Appointment Committee membership-to include non-Council
members; and 3) the committee system-by requiring repbrts on activities.
Rhetoric aside, when you cast your vote cast
it on the basis of integrity, experience and commitment.

they are doing. I want to facilitate broad informal participation and encourage true two-way
communication. Detailed agendas and a weekly
column in The News are part of my specific
plans for immediate action.

More appropriate to discuss given these space
limitations is the potential unfairness that the
current Students Council Appointments system

The Bryn Mawr-Haverf ord College News

I would strive to oversee the committee reps
and integrate the product for ·their work into the
usual business of Council, both to maintain a
degree of Council oversight and to enable Concil to make recommendations to the reps. As a
first step I would include committee repOrts on
Council'sagenda for which I am responsible. I
would also try to publish the agenda before the
Council meetings. This would give students a
chance to discuss the issues with their reps
before decisions are made.
I have also been concerned with student
apathy regarding Council. This is due, I think,
to a prevasive belief that student views don't affect the decisions and policies of the faculty and
administration. I shall work to dispel this illusion of impotence. Student opinions can have
an impact on those decisions and policies that
·affect our lives, but only if we believe it and express our views effectively. If elected, I shall
work to bring students closer to Cotmcil so that
the faculty and administration can hear their
opinio_ns more clearly .
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81-82 Students.Council Candidates.
Treasurer
Nick Atkeson
''If elected, my main objective would
to be to allocate much more money
in areas which will directly improve
social lzfe . "

On the Executive Council I think there are at
least three issues of primary importance facing
Council for the next year. They are by no means
new_issues : co-education, diversity, and security. Though these areas are ultimately under the
Dean's office it is important ot let the ad·
ministration know of our concerns and work
with them for achievable solutions.
I have served on Student Council and on the
Academic Advisory Committee (the College's ·
budget committee) so I look forward to and fe_el
that I am capable of carrying out the responsibilities of treasurer . Thank you for your time.

"There are a great man)! responsibilities involved with the collection
and distribution of student govern· . .. Yen Tsai
ment funds."

Nirmal Narvekar

?

'

tee and helped establish the budget for the first
semester. Thus, I am well aware of the procedures and responsibilities that go along with
the position of Treasurer.
. I am an economics major, and I enjoy this
type of work. If elected, my main objective
would be to allocate much more mony in areas
which will directly improve the social life with
the bi-College community.

"To often, committees wander in
unspecified directions, losing contact
with both their original asszgnment
and the Students Association."

Having been on Students Council for the last
two terms, I have had the opportunity to draw
from the strengths and learn from the
weaknesses of the current Executive Council.
Central to the role of treasurer is membership
on Executive Council.
Since there has been some deterioration in the·
relationship between the Council and the student body; it should be my primary goal to improve these relations. Executive Council decisions should be shaped by student attitudes.
At the same time, the student body must offer
input. Council can never truly represent the
co111ffiunity without help. To facilitate s_tudent
input, publicized discussion sections in which
students air their opinions to Council should
get specific input from various groups such as
Minority Coalition and Association for
Women's Concerns. In short, Council member
>hould be students first, and administrators second.
I would also like to expand the role of
treasurer to coordinate the efforts of
Haverford's vast network of committees. Too
often, committees wander in unspecified Q.irections, losing contact with both their original
assignment and the Students Association.
Finally, as treasurer, I would like to follow up
on the current Council's new "idea having a personalized budget committee which meets in-

''It is important that all students
gp.in from the expenditure of
~·tud'ents Councz7 funds. "
... Robert Bany
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The position of Students Council treasurer is
more difficult and time consuming than most
people realize. There are a great many responsibilities involved with the collection and
distribution of student government funds. As
Students Council treasurer, I would ensure that
the collection and distribution of money is fast,
efficient and equitable .
To be an effective treasurer requires a certain
amount of knowledge and experience in financial affairs. Because of my experience in an ac-

the students I
decision of th•
It's more th:
involes the st·
work for it.

... Nirmal Narvekar

Robert Barry

I think that Students Council treasurer has
two obvious responsibilities, those of controling
Students Council funds and of serving as a
member of Executive Council.
As the Executive Council member is
ultimately responsible for the dispensing of the
student activities fee it is necessary to keep
several things in mind. It is important that all
students gain from the expenditure of Students
Council funds . Every student has contributed
to the fund so therefore they should expect to
get their fair share of the returns.. Students
Council has a responsibility to the student body
to try and provide the resources so that every
member of the community can pursue social
and cultural activities outside the realm of the
class room.

bodv owe it to ourselves and the entire com.
mu~ity to reflectively and effectively participate
in the community's determinations on these

Yen Tsai

. .. Nick Ackeson

My name is Nick Atkeson, and I am in the
class of '84. I am running for the position of
treasurer of the Executive Council. Last
semester I was elected onto the Students Council as a dorm representative. While on the
Council I was a member of the budget commit-

-"¥'

..

dividually with organizations. Although ideally,
large funds should be available on short notice,
it is important to maintain low liquidity so that
funds can earn their best revenues.
With my experience on Council Appointments Committee, and the on-going '82
Customs Committee, I feel well prepared to
se(Ve.

issues. Students Council's purpose will be to inform, organize and support this participation.
I'm running for secretary of Council becawt I
can effectively organize student communiattion
and· action, and because I want to act 11101t
directly on views which I've dereloped in
response to these current issues.
These issues I consider crucial: 1) curriculum
evolution; 2) di_versity in the student body and
the community atmosphere conditioning this
diversity; 3) social life; 4) facility inadeqwr;y;
5) Honor Code vitality and viability;·6)imminent financial aid crisis. Council can facilitalt
student discussion and organize and support cf,
fective modes of action on these issues. GMo
the present imitations of space, I Will expRSS
my specific views on the role of Council and the
secretary prior to the elections.

counting office in past years and a strong interest iJl- finance (I read the Wall Street Journal),
I have the necessary savoir faire to do the job
correctly .
In addition to being knowledgeable in
finance, the Students Council treasurer must be
accessible and accountable to the greatest extent
possible. As Students Council Treasurer, I
would be very accessible. Feel free to talk to me
anytime concerning any problems you may be
having in terms of school finances .
Because of all the reasons, I feel that I would
be an effective Students Council treasurer. I
would be willing to devote the time necessary to
do the job.

The key to this necessarily vital Council is
student communication and c<H>peration. l'm
working on this C & C, particit)ating in the
community's determination of what's best at
Haverford and changing what's not, as I represent the student body on Educational PW:y
Committee as I articulate my views and hear
those of others, and as I otherwise try to act z a
responsible member of the community. Being
secretary might make these efforts just a little
more effective. Regardless, may we work
together in our common interest to confront the
several complex and pressing issues that confront our conununity.

Secretary

Bamily L6pez

Marc Geffroy

.

.. s.

"We, the student body, owe it to
ourselves and the entzre community
tC? !eflectiveQ; and effectively partzczpate ...
... Ma rc Geffroy

The Haverford community confronts several
issues in the coming year that will profoundly
affect our collective experience . We, the student
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I want to work.
As a member of the student body, I am concerned about what is happening in thc6e
organizations that make important decisions in
our community. Since the Students Council is
the of1icial representative of the students, many
beneficial changes could be implemented
through this organization. The Executive Com·
mittee supervises that these changes-these
decisions- are truly representative of the stu·
dent body. The secretary does not only inform
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trnunity's determinations on these

for the position of secretary of Students Council. This is a responsibility which I take very
seriously, and I hope that students of Haverford
will also treat these elections with a great deal of
consideration in making their vote. Invol v ement
in these elections and a seriously considered
vote are part of our responsibilities as concerned members_ of this community . It's important
that we live up to these responsibilities.

William Walsh
''Its general appearance of a college
club demonstrates Students
Council's failure to become a dom inant political f actor representing
student interest.
. . . William Walsh

the students but plays a key role in the fmal
decision of the issue discussed.
Ifs more than minutes; it's an obligation that
involes the student body and I am willing to
mforit.
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IS ratner umque . . . thzs jeelzng
hasen't simply appeared. '
. .. Thomas Vaughan ·

!Javerford seems to me to enjoy a feeling of

YOUR EDITING ABILITY

unity and closeness which is rather unique and
~something to be greatly appreciated; Yet this

feeling hasn't simply appeared. It has come
about because students have realized their in-

YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY
YOUR CREATIVITY

dividual responsibilities to the community, and
~committed themselves to working for the
preservation of the College's ideals and to constant analysis of the state of the College in hopes

of improvement.
Such active participation is an integral part of
a Haverford education and something I value
m! respect a great deal. In the past, I've tried to
involve myself in various College activities and
~ always found them rewarding.
As a Student Council representative last
semester, I was impressed with the decisionmaking processes of student government and
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me at 642-4034 or in 332 Gummere.
"The ignorance of one voter in a democracy
impairs the security of all." John F. Kennedy.

Thomas Vaughan

.

1

Council must address and will address if I am
elected. If you have any questions please contact

I 6\.S!d
I '71Cf:Wford s~ms to me to enjoy. a

nillY L6pez
' work. "

Most people who know me are aware that I
place an almost absurd amount of emphasis on
communication. This element of communication is vital to the position of secretary and one I
feel I can best deliver.

Students Council Secretary has two major
functions , the first being Council's voice. This
function is served primarily through the weekly
release of the minutes. These minutes help keep
the community aware and put a dent in apathy.
H aving written and edited for The News for
the past three semesters I believe I am wellqualified for this aspect of the position.
Equally vital is for the secretary not only to
be the voice of Council, but also the community's voice on Executive Council. Council has
created its o'wn limitations in the past by hear·
ing a problem and then watering it down in a
recommendation to the administration or drop·
ping it completely. Administration sensitivity
will not prevent me from representing the concerns of students and having them examined.
Its general appearance of a college club
demonstrates Students Council's failure to
become a-dominant political factor representing
student interest. As news editor I say many
problems arise and then die because of inaction.
Elements of the Committee on a Haverford
Education report, a revamping or elimination Qf
the bidding system and a close exaffiination of
security at Haverford are just a few things I feel

fOUnd it exciting to feel involved, though in an

admittedly minor part in the workings of the
College.
'
Pd like to continue this involvement in the
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CO!nmunity, and therefore have decided to run
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Pennies not heavenly

~"

by Heather Henderson
Pennies from Heaven is a musical
about poverty, degradation, broken
dreams, rape, murder and the Great
Depression. It stars Steve Martin,
but at no time in the movie does he
wear rabbit ears or play the banjo. It
also stars Bernadette Peters, but she
never sings. A movie such as this is a
gamble, and this one didn't succeed,
at least commercially. Nevertheless
it is often enjoyable and sometimes
downright impressive.
You know Pennies is going to be
different when Steve Martin, as
sheet-music salesman Arthur Parker
bursts into song while watching his
wife brush her teeth. This itself
wouldn't be so strange except for the
fact that his voice is female.
He is lip-synching to Connie
Boswell's 1930's hit, "I'll Never
Have to Dream Again". Every
musical number in the movie is
perfectly synchronized with original
recordings.
The premise-that the characters
live with the soundtrack of the
peroid constantly in their
minds-eventually becomes clear,
but only after the audience has
grown accustomed to this technique.
Parker is trying unsuccessfully to
sell music during the Depression.
He is romantic, idealistic and somewhat of a fool, and is constantly
wondering if there is some place

where, in his words, "the songs
come true".
His frigid wife, Joan (Jessica
Harper) makes life at home impossible, so Arthur spends more and
more time on the road. During his
travels, he meets Eileen (Bernadette
Peters), a young schoolteacher with
a china-doll face. He falls for her immediately, imagining himself singing Bing Crosby's "Have You Ever
Seen a Dream Walking?"
He seduces her and then skips
town. Eileen becomes pregnant,
loses her job, goes to Chicago and
meets Tom (Christopher Walken),
who turns her into a streetwalker.
Eventually Arthur and Eileen are
reunited, and they set out to find a
better life. Before they can get very
far, Arthur is arrested for the
murder of a blind girl (Elissa
Krupka). Although he is innocent,
he is found guilty and hanged.
Amidst the grimness are sparkling
production numbers. Sharing the
dream that life can be like songs, Arthur and Eileen turn ordinary situations into moments of color and happiness. These interludes afford most
of the movie's entertainment, and
give the players opportunities to
shine. Bernadette Peters, mouthing
Helen Kane's immortal line, "Boopboop-a-doop," is perfect; Christopher Walken displays an unexpected talent for song-and-dance

•

stng
b'( Rick Lui
Tis the ance:
When the fir
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and re-enact "Face the Music and
Dance" from the Follow che Fleec.
Emotionally it is a shock. Can they
really get away with that? Their attitude is one of reverence and the
scene becomes an effective tribute to
the Astiare mystique that made it
easy for us to believe we could do it
too.

while strip-teasing his way tnrough
"Let's Misbehave;" Vernal Bagner
is, as the accordion man, performs
Arthur Tracy's version of "Pennies
from Heaven" with grace and sinousity; and Steve Martin is an excellent dancer, handling the job with
the enthusiasm, if not the artistry, of
Astaire . The most amazing scene in
the movie occurs when Martin and
Peters, while watching an Astaireand-Rogers dance sequence, are suddenly transformed into their idols

In a straight musical, Martin and
Peters could be electrifying, but in
Pennies, they are out of place. They

have a wistful innocence that rings
true in the dream sequences, but
seems false in the real world, and it
is therefore difficult for both parts of
the film to work. Despite this unevenness, Pennies from Heven, thanh
to an elite corps of creative personnel (foremost beig director Herben
Ross, choreographr Danny Daniels,
and ciematographer Gordon Willis)
and its endearing leading couple, ~
more often good than bad.

Part

Festivities on Twelth Night
(Continued from page 1)
After one reign as King and Queen,
a couple is referred to as Count and
Countess; after two reigns they have
earned the titles of Duke and
Duchess. All members of the society
can be addressed as 'my lord' and 'my
lady'. However, it is an honor to be
addressed as 'Lord' or 'Lady'.
An S.C.A. member from another
Canton, Gavin wears a chain around
his neck and a white belt, a symbol of
his knighthood. The chivalric society
'is an honorary society that you have
to be elected to,' he says. In order to
be knighted, one must exhibit 'a particular level of skill and honor. A
knight is not ~imply a fighter but
someone who is interested in the objective of the society, which is the
recreation of Medieval life,' he comments. There are currently no
knights in this Canton, although
there are members interested in
sword play as well as archery.
The national organization holds
,-three major field events during the
summer: a Melee Tourney in June, a
Peace in July, and a War in August.
The War is a weekend carnp-<~ut. In
1984 there will be a ten-day war

which will include a re-created
Medieval town. The annual war is
held near Pittsburgh, 'the debatable
land between the two kingdoms [the
Eastern and Middle Kingdoms 1'
Isabel says. Last August with over
3000 S.C.A. members attending, the
Eastern Kingdom won for the first
time in ten years.
Most participants wear practical
Medieval garb to such events. After
living in Medieval garb and society,
roasting rabbits and chickens over a
spit [although Asja prefers rabbit
stew] when you return 'you don't
want to wear short sleeves,' Isabel
says. Asja mentions that she did not
feel comfortable when not wearing a
knife, which she'd use for practical
purposes like cutting and eating. She
accidentally wore her knife to a photo
session for the yearbook last year and
appears clenching her knife between
her teeth.
Lise, the dance instructor, and a
member of the Society for seven years
says, 'It gives me an outlet for a lot of
things I enjoy doing that I'm not really skilled enough, serious enough or
orgamzed enough about, that I can't
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do in the real world.'
She considers herself 'an historian
by love and by profession,' and fmds
great satisfaction in re-constructing
the daily life of her persona. As she
puts it history is not composed of
'just battles and successions of kings.'
An announcement is made that
dinner is about to be served, spoons
and knives are used, as forks were
rare in the Middle Ages.
Candlesticks, goblets and wooden
plates are placed on the table. The
Medieval hors d'oeuvres include cold
spiced beef and mustard, pickled carrots and mushrooms, apple and raisin
pudding, almond custard and honey
butter with fresh bread.
An interested observer, dressed in
I lth Century Byzantine garb with
silver brocade and puffed satin
sleeves leaves somewhat abruptly.
She enters the room marked 'Ladies',
where she exchanges her clothing for
jeans and a red Bryn Mawr sweatshirt_ She contemplates the meaning
of the word Anachronism: 'a
chronological misplacing of persons,
events, objects or customs.'
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PRESTIGE TYPING AND TUTORING SUVICI
Professional typing. IBM Selectric III
Term papers. Theses. manuscripts. foreign languages
(linguist on staff). medical resumes. etc.
SPEEDY. REASONABLE . FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY TO MOST AREAS·
"Now new near campus location " CALL 482-1796. daily & weekends
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Dr.Reagon
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OMD avoids trends

by Rick Luftglass
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and ciematograpber Gordon Willis)
and its endearing leading coup!~ is
more often good than bad.
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- Birago Diop
Bernice Johnson Reagon sings the
roices of the ancestors. The song of
love comes froni deep within her; a
rngmg anger calls out for justice.
Reagan-vocalist, composer, leader
of Washington's vocal quartet,
'Sweet Honey in the Rock", direCtor
of the Smithsonian Institution's Program in Black American Culture,
rights activist- interpn!tets the Black
Experience in America through her
iOOgS. Tonight and tomorrow night
Dr. Reagan will present her music in
Macerate Recital Hall o·n the Haverford College campus; she will also
speak in a lecture entitled "Black
History Through Music" inGest 101
at 4:15 Friday.
Reagan is a student and teacher of
the Black American oral tradition .
Sbe sings spirituals, blues, gospel
soop, work songs, and contemporary
i1lDg5 of the civil rights and women's
rights movements.
With Sweet Honey in the Rock anci
in solo~ performances, she has
brought her message _of equality to
thousands across America, Africa,
and throughout the Carribean. · Her
rich voice expresses the hopes and

Dr. Bernice Reagon will speak and sing throughout the weekend at
Haverford.
dreams, not only of Black Americans,
but of all of us. She sings from the
heart, and succeeds in reaching her
audience's hearts. She is her music:
angry, beautiful, powerful, soft.
Dr. Reagon will perform Friday
and Saturday. at 8:30 in MacCrate

Recital Hall, and will lecture Friday
at 4: 15 in Gest 10 l. The very special
weekend is being presented jointly by
the Alternative Concert Series, the
Office of Minority Affiars, the Black
Students' League, and the Association for Women's Concerns.

Party-givers face possible Waterloo
Men rate women, the Academy
Awards rate actors, polls rate
presidents, Neilson rates television,
and I rate parties. For years now,
grumbles about parties and "the biCollege community social life" have
been too scattered. "That was,
uh-boring." Now the pressure is on.
On a scale of one to ten, campus parties will be reviewed by this roving,
anonymous reporter. The scores will
depend on the overall organization,
attendance, atmosphere, theme,
music, dancing and r~freshments prolided.
Overall organization means that,
unlike a certain dorm last year, a
record ·player is NOT brought
downstairs around llp.m. and a
Meatloaf record played. It means that
someone has thought it all out. (Who
that "somone" is is one large pro-

blem). It also means that the punch is
not in the middle of the dancing
space, or, better still, that there is
At some parties last semester people stood around with their coats on
along the walls, saying, "This bites."
The atmosphre either puts people in
the mood to be wild and crazy or, as
has been the case, makes party-goers
wish they were in their room cutting
their toenails. A theme sometimes
draws people out of the library. It
should be noted now that the library
mentality is a party-giver's foremost
opponent.
Music is . also important.
"Michelle" played 15 times in one
night doesn't cur it. Also good is
all~wing more than one square-foot
per person. Albums are defiitely nor
it for parties unless you like the skipto-the-end-of-the-song effect.·

ANS

Last (but nor least), the drinks provided: well, the party was not built
on water! The old "one keg and no
cups" routine and the "we'll make
more punch in a second" scene is
thirst-producing, to be polite.
So now you know. Sadly, some
have been ignorant in the past, probably due to the fact that SGA is
obliged to reimburse even the sorriest
affairs. Well, as I, Jean Shallow,
would say, "the party scene is now
somewhere between 1 and 10!"
nothing to drink and no place to talk,
dance, stand, move or breathe.
Attendance can not be helped
sometimes; however, whether or not
people (guests, to get technical) stick
around is usually due to the partyo~anizers. Going to your own party
helps'

GLI

paint1ngs
Jan. 22-Feb.14
COMFORT GALLERY- HAVERFORD COLLEGE
Thursday-Sunday, 2-6 p.m.

(215) 896-1287

by Pamela Cottrell
Orchestral Manoevres in the Dark
is the name of one of the best things
to come out of England since the
Gang of Four, with th.e possible exception of}ohn Foxx. Known also as
OMD, the artistic foundatio1;1 of the
group is comprised of Andy McCluskey and Paul Humphreys, along
with drummer Malcolm Holmes and
Martin Cooper on keyboards.
OMD seized the world's musical
ear with their single "Enola Gay,"
almost two years ago. (Orchestral
Manoevres in the Dark,) which contained the single, ·was a moderate success in their homeland and something
of a cult thing in America. A previous
album was met with similar reactions. OMD has a way of being one
step ahead of things, which is just
now beginning to be realized. Their
stage show of four years ago was an
indicator' of this abscence of trendiness.
Paul Humphreys and McCluskey
got together while still at art school,
and the formal training they received
th_ere is evident in the music. OMD's
work is that of talented artists/musicians, unafraid of experimantation in
technique, performance, and production.

tic overtones, and are produced along
the lines of modern masterpieces.
Much of the New Romantic movement has been dismissed as "just
another bunch of synth-boys". OMD
is immune to these criticisms. Not
only are they unique and smartly
original, survivors of the last
"official" days of punk in 77-78, but
they have remained on top of the
music scene throughout.
Architecture and Morality is a very
good album with a number of very
good songs- the rest qualifYing as excellent. "Souvenir" is now among the
top 10 in Britain and, as one might
expect, is quite good, but its pop
cuteness ·prevents it from excelling.
The very best the album has to offer
is "She's Leaving", which needs to be
heard to be believed, "Joan .of Arc", ·
and "The Beginning and the End",
which echoes themes from the first
album, while remaining in ·its own
right a powerful and beautiful synthesizer piece. The layout. and production of the album are outstanding
and, along with the· superb music,
make this an album worth having.

t.

Don't miss quartet
The De Pasquale String Quartet
with guest artists Charles de Pasquale, cello, and Leonard Mogill,
viola, will present music of Beethoven and Tchaikovsky on Sunday
evening, January 31, at 8:00 in
Robe~ts Hall.
The first work will be Beethoven's
Quartet in C sharp minor, Op. 131
often considred the greatest of all his
quartets. Following it will be the
Tchaikovsk}r String Sextet, Op. 70,
subtitled "Souvenir de Florence" and
evoking sunny Italy.
The concert is free to student
members of the bi-College community, who may pick up their tickets at
the Haverford Music Department of-

flee around lunchtime Friday or at
Sunday brunch at both colleges. For
senior citizens or students from
elsewhere with ID, admission is
$3.50, for all others $6.
The De Pasquale Quartet is made
up of William and Robert de Pasquale, violins, Joseph de Pasquale,
viola, .and George Harpham, cello.
All are members of the Philadelphia
Orchestra, and are Musicians-in.Residence at Haverford College.
John Davison, music department
chairman, says, "Students don't know
what they're missing if they pass up
this opportunity to hear great music,
well played, live and right under their
noses. And it's free."

.cf(f{GS~JV&fi~
The drawing for the Bernice
Reagon album give-away sponsored
by WHRC will take place at 4 p.m.,
Friday, Jan. 29. Upcoming events for
the station include a new schedule of
programs, special shows and a weekly
column in the News featuring special
WHRC happenings.
The Gallery at Afterwords is showing a collection of Liz Goldsmith's
photographs through the end of the
month. These black-and-white pictures all date from the early part of
the century and depict suffragettes.
Phillip Glass will give a benefit
concert at the Zellerbach Theatre at
the Annenberg Center on Sunday,
Feb. 14. For ticket information call
387-5401.
Members of the New York City
Ballet and the School of American
Ballet will. be performing six dances
from the NYCB repertoire at
Goodhart Hall, Sun., Feb. 20. Donations are $5.00 for the general public.
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Their latest album, Architecture and
Morality, oh Epic, has some Roman-

Reserved tickets can be purchased
through Friends of Music, T?-ylor
Hall, Bryn Mawr College. For other
information call 6-!5-51 24.
Kathryn Selby, a 19 year-old
Bryn Mawr student, was the
youngest entrant in the Van
Cliburn International Competition. Tagged as 'a natural', the
judges gave her a special 'most
promising' award.
On Jan. 31 the Settlement
House will present a recital by
Miss Selby, at 3 p .m. For ticket
information about this benefit
performance, call 336-0400.
In rehearsal is The Philadelphia
Story, which will be performed
Feb. 26 & 27. It is being directed
by Ron Frommann with assisstant Nina Ebel. The cast is led by
Marcia Ferguson, Traci Hjelt,
Reagan Pufall, Peter Underdown, Steve Jaharis,Meg Kruizenga and Shannon Stringer.
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Old times, new times: Bryn Mawr presents them all

_..,

Feb. 4. Two Women (1962). Vittorio de Sica directed Sophia Loren
in her Oscar-winning role as a widow
escaping war torn Rome with her
daughter. 99 minutes. 7:30 and 9:30.
Feb. 11. The (;ountry Girl (1954).
Bing Crosby and Grace Kelly star in
this film adaptation of the Clifford
Odets play concerning a performer
wallowing in self-pity who has a
chance to make a comeback. 104
minutes. 7:30 and 9:30.
Feb. 18. Show Boat (1936). This
early vers ion of the KernHammerstein musical stars Irene
Dunne and features great renditions
of"Old Man River" and "Can't Help
Lovin' That Man" by Paul Robeson
and Helen Morgan. 113 minutes 7:30
and 9: 30.
Feb. 25 The Scarlet Pimperne
(1935). Leslie Howard stars in this
British film about the adventures of
an underground hero during the
French Revolution: 98 minutes. 7:30
only.
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The Hospital

. Two women
Mar . 4. The Rose Tattoo (1955).
-:-ennessee William's play concerning
a widowed dressmaker finding love
for a second timc:·with a truck driver
(a youngish Burt Lancaster) is a
showcase for Anna Magnani, who
won an Oscar for her performance.
116 minutes. 7:00 and 9:30.
Mar. 11. A Star is Born (1954).
Judy Garland and James Mason star
in this musical ve r sio n of
Hollywood's favorite story about
itself-fading star marries young,
promising actress. 154 minutes. 7:00
and 10:00.
Mar. 25. The Hospital (1970). Paddy Chayefsky's screenplay won an
Oscar for this satirical look at a
typical American hospital. George C.
Scott and Diana Rigg star. 103
minutes. 7:30 and 9:30.
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?!~ rj}The Country Girl

Apr. l. Julia ( 1977). Moving ftlm
rendition of Lillian Hellman's
autobiographical story about her
childhood friend. Stars -Jane Fonda,
Vanessa Redgrave and Jason
Robards. An Academy Award winner. 111 minutes. 7:oo and 9:30 .
Apr. 8. The Tunzing Point (1977).
The dance world comes alive in this
sensitive story of two ballerinas reevaluating their choices concerning
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,career. and family. 119 minutes 7:00 ·
·
Apr. 23. Mr. Hulot's Holiday
: (1953). French comedy about an in• ept young vacationer at the seaside,
:starring. Jacques Tati. 86 minutes.
7:30 and 9:30.
Apr. 29. Dark Victory (1939). Bring Kleenex to this Bette Davis tearjerker about a young heiress who
finds sh• is terminally ill. Ronald
Reagan l lS a bit part in one of his
rare g()(X;. films . 106 minutes. 7:00
and 9:30.

: and 9.30.
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Exam Week Movies
May Day . My Fair Lady (1964).
Eight Oscars, including Best Picture,
were garnered by this luminous
Lerner and Loewe musical, starring
Rex Harrison and Audrey Hepburn.
170 minutes. After Stepsing. 7:00.
May 6. Camille ( 1936). Greta Garbo has no intention of being "alone"
in this Alexander Dumas romance
about a courtesan who is dying of
consumption. Robert Taylor plays
her swain. 108 minutes . 7:00 and
9:30.
May 11. Birth of a Nation ( 19 15).
D.W. Griffith's view of the Civil War
set new standards for cinema, and
with its astounding array of film
techniques, ranks as the greatest ofthe
early silent films. Lillian Gish stars.
127 minutes. 7:00 and 9:30.
May 14. The Philadelphia Story
( 1940). How else to end the year but
with Katherine Hepburn and cohorts
Cary Grant and Jimmy Stewart in
Bryn Mawr's favorite. 112 minutes.
7:00 and 9:30.
·
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~nts them all HC·· women cagers
.hustle to victory
by Mike Lurie

The Haverford women's basketball
ream was in fme form for its horne
i¢fe1' Tuesday night. The Fords
- ·a small but vociferous crowd
toasound defeat of Northeast Christin College, 59-39. Sharp passing
l1!d aggressive rebounding gave the
illy cagers a potent offensive attack;
Havmbrd's lead was never threa-

tam.
Jemly Kehne emerged

as the contil's high scorer, pouring in 14
ptiDis by halftime and finishing the
pwith 19. Kehne earned nine of
dle&e by converting three three-point
jiays.
Certainly, Haverford's performm was not a one-woman show.
Alipil Adams and Jenny Northrop
Cllllributed 10 and 17 points, respec'
INdy. Adams held the offense together with her aggressive rebounding
vbile Northrop contributed several
Ry"rebounds after Adams fouled out
lithe gune in the second half.
An enthusiastic crowd roared with
approval all night long. The Fords
JUyed fast-paced, exciting basketball.
Coostantly scrapping for rebounds
and loose-balls, the ladies kept their
composure in a game that was often
sloppy. Northeast Christian rarely
ltd time to organize themselves of-

Country Girl
(/~

Chess
Problem
I

by Russ

1.

I

I
7

fensivley. Haverford took advantage
of this disorganization and capitalized
on a steady stream of fast-breaks
throughout the game. Sophomore
guard Beverly Ortega initiated several of these fast -breaks, and often
connected to Jenny Kehne under the
boards with a sharp pass from the top
of the key.
Coach Julie McClure used every
player on the squad Tuesday night,
and got all-out hustle from each one.
"The only thing I can ask of my
players is that every time they walkon the court, they play their hardest
-even at practice," said McClure
after the 59-39 victory. The coach got
this and more from her players. Margaret Lund carne off the bench to add
6 points, and freshman Laura Kaplan
contributed 4 more. Caroline
Rothman and Jackie Shapiro also enjoyed a fair amount of playing time.
Shapiro demonstrated alertness on
defense and Rothman brought
Haverford fans to their ·feet with a
nonchalant "swish" jumper from the
corner late in the second half.
While the Fords dominated the entire game, Coach McClure still hopes
that .her squad can develop enough
confidence to cut down on turnovers .

abcdefgh

(!964).
~crure,
!!UDOUS

m her playing days at Penn State,
echoed her own enthusiasm about the
corning season: "I think some tean,s

Photo by Paola Nigueras

will have to reckon with us." Anyone
lucky enough to witness Tuesday's
game couldn't agree more.

Weary Bryn Mawr basketball
'

team trounced
A few more results from the 1981
Intercollegiate Team Championship:
Haverford !-Purdue 3, North Carolina 2112-Haverford 1112, Haverford 0Waterloo & Queens 4, NY City College B 1112-Haverford 2 112, Princeton
3-Haverford 1, Haverford 3-Rl College C 1, Nebraska 2 112-Haverford

The event was won by the U niversity of Toronto for the second year in
a row, while UCal Berkeley and Cal
State Fullerton shared the title of top
U.S. team.

3

Still, McClure feels excited about the
improvement and drive of her
players. The coach, formerly a guard

(Marcal-Cunningham,
'81 US Open)
White to move

}1f2.

4

Female Fords display the hustle and aggressiveness that has been a major
ingredient in their success formula.

byMCCC
""by Lydia Lawson
A wearied Bryn Mawr team exited
its basketball court leaving behind a
disappointing 26 point deficit ifi last
week's game against Montgomery
County Community College
(MCCC). Its loss · was largely the
resu 1t of excessive fatigue in the late
rnir 1tes of the second half.
P . Mawrters began falling into

At the half MCCC led by only six
points and found themselves on the
short end of the score several times
during the opening half of the game.
Leslie Dorsey's strong 17 points led
the team, but failed to give it the impetus needed for victory.
This week Bryn Mawr faces Lincoln away and Swarthmore at home
on Wednesday. Game time is 4 p.m.
in the Social Work Gym.

their opponents, the fouls mounted,
offering MCCC the opportunity of
extending its lead with its excellent
foul shot percentage. Bryn Mawr's
defense loosened up as its tiredness
increased. Had the defense maintained the level of performance
demonstrated throughout the first
half, Bryn Mawr could have kept the
point margin within more reasonable
limits.
.
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Home 2:00 p.m.
Away
Away

7:00p.m.
4:00p.m.

Men's Basketball
Jan. 30 Washington
Feb. 3 Franklin & Marshall

Away 7:30p.m.
Home 6:30/8:15 p.m.

Indoor Track
Jan. 30 Lafayette

Away

1:00 p.m.

Fencing
Jan. 30 Drew
Feb. 3 Temple

Away
Away

1:00 p.m.
4:00p.m.
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Last season, Bryn Mawr defeated Haverford in the ftrSt-ever meeting of the Main Line rivals in a game
played at Haverford's Alumni Field House. N"ext Friday afternoon, Coach Julie McClure's much improved Haverford squad will attempt to even the score at Bryn Mawr's Social Work Gymnasium.
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Fords succumb to a talented Widner five, 50-43

·•·1

by Chris Mitchell
In a game played with enough intensity to match its importance, C.
Alan Rowe extended his personal
winning streak over Haverford as his
Widener Pioneers topped the Fords
50-43 at Haverford's Alumni Field
. House Wednesday night.
The Fords began the first half with
fire in their eyes and aggressive
defense on the court. Chris Lanser
opened the scoring and Haverford
widened its lead to 6-0 before the
Pioneers got on the board five
minutes into the game. As usual, it
was Ira Katuran who spearheaded
Haverford's defensive efforts with his
quick hands and hustling style.
Strong defense has become a Ford
trademark this season. After nine
games, Haverford was ranked first in
Division III in scoring defense and
the Fords remain among the leaders
in this category.
On offense, the Fords took advantage of Widener defensive lapses to
score from inside. On a play indicative of Widener's first half
troubles, Chris Downs alertly reacted
to an errant- Haverford pass, saved
the turnover and scored on a layup.
Widener closed to within five at
18-13 but Downs converted a threepoint play followed by a Katuran
jumper which widened the lead to
eight.
Pioneer guards Lou DeRogatis and
Leon Doyle then took over.
DeRogatis hit on a layup and Doyle
stole the ball and drove in for a basket
which brought Widener within five
points of the Fords.
Down by five, Haverford took
possession with :30 remaining in the
half and, predictably, tried to work
for the last shot. When Chris Lanser
swished a 15-footer with five seconds
on the clock, it appeared the Fords
had run their last-shot play suecessfully. However, Widener's Leon
Doyle was not to be denied.
Doyle took the inbounds pass and
advanced the ball down the left side
before pulling up and sending home a
bank shot at the buzzer which made
the halftime score 28-23 in favor of"
·.. Haverford.
. ·. Throughout the first half,
Widener's coach C. Alan Rowe was
noticeably distressed with his team's

mistakes as he howled plaintively at
his players throughout_the half.
Only a few minutes into the second
half, it was apparent that Rowe had
gotten his message across during the
intermission . Suddenly, the Pioneer's
zone stiffened and Haverford fo und
inside scoring opportunities if not
nonexistent, very difficult to come
by.
Despite Haverford's inabiiity to
generate outside shooting consistent
enough to break the Widener zone,
the Ford's were able to open up a
42-37 lead midway through the second half. Calvin Gooding canned a
20-foote r then drove the lane and
drew a foul on the Fords' next possession. His four points made the score
40-37 and an Ira Katuran steal and
pass to Chris Downs for an easv
layup resulted in a five-point Have;.
ford lead.
·
At this point, the dormant Pioneers
snapped out of their trance . Greg
Baker, one of the few New England
players in the MAC, sunk two eightf~ot baseline jumpers to bring
Widener wit hin one at 43-42. Frank
Wiseley fo llowed with a layup giving
Widener a 44-43 lead. The Pioneers
never looked back.
Now that his charges had gotten
him a lead, C. Alan Rowe decided to
protect the advantage and instructed
his team to go into a ball-control offense. The Fords did have an opportunity to tie the game in the finalminutes but Widener's zone proved
to be impenetrable . After this failure
to score, the Fords were forced into
desperation foul~ but Baker and
Chuck Creighton sunk the pressure
free thlows .
The Fords had nothing to be
ashamed of They played tough, aggressive defense and limited
Widener's potent offense to 50
points. In the end, Rowe was able to
arouse his team and the more talented
and nationally-ranked Pioneers proved to be too much for Haverford to
handle.
_
Tomorrow, the Fords will journey
to Chestertown, Maryland where
they will attempt to sink the
Washington College Shoremen.
Wednesday, the Fords will be at
home to face perennially strong
Franklin & Marshall with the JV
game at 6:30 p.m. and the Varsity
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Junior forward Chris Lanser,
Widener's Frank Wiseley.

Swimmers Split after break
A seasoned veteran, Margie Martin, returned after a long absence
with a splash (a big one) to quality for
Easterns in the 50 back. Despite bad
weather, the ·team returned safely
with the only casualty being a wet 50,
year old woman.
Although the majority of the team
could riot practice over the Christmas
vacation, three swimmers had the fortunate (or unfortunate) luck to be able
to train. Two swimmers, Helen Collins and Snoozer Archer, swam in
Florida with the Kenyon Swim
Team (.{_{enyon's in Ohio) while
Marieke McLeod swam in New
Mexico.
After losing. the mile-long swim in -

by Snoozer· Archer
After a month long break in which
the majority of Bryn Mawr
swimmer's muscles had turned into
masses of quivering flesh, a Winter
Sport's Weekend tested many a
swimmer's endurance in sub-zero
water. The Bryn Mawr swim team
then went one and one at Saturday's
LaSalle and Widener swim meet.
Coach Lee Wallington, although
not delighted with the overall times,
was imyressed by the team's apparent
struggle to get to the other end of the
pooL LaSalle beat Bryn Mawr 71 -51
but Bryn Mawr made it to the wall to
beat Widener 69-51.

the ocean to a Portuguese Man-ofWar, Helen Collins rebounded from
her hospital bed to win the 1650 at
Johns Hopkins meet while swimming
exhibition. The next meet is a
weekend at Vassar for the Seven
Sister's conference, and 'coach Wallington has great expectations for the
team, now that everyone has rested
and muscles are beginning to reappear.
The only meet at wfiich you can
see this courageous group of wom~;n
swim is February 11 at the Bryn
Mawr International Swimming and
Diving Complex (bring your swim
trunks - we need all the help that we
can get).

J'V'Qb;~k~tbali';~s~~ed by Wil~er breaks high jump recOrd
W
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1 Iam son ra e

by Dave Martin
In a game which JV basketball
coach Matt Sekelick described as one
in which his team, "just wasn't ready
to play," Haverford's JV bas~etball
team lost to Williamson Trade, 76 to
55.
.
Plagued by foul trouble which had
the ]V's two big men, Ben McCoy
and Dan Conroy, on the bench midway through the second half,
Williamson capitalized inside against
the Fords to turn a three point halftime lead into a rout.
The ]V's scoring punch was provided by the team's high scorer Danny Pomerantz who totaled 19
pointes. Bob Leavy, Frank Heath
and Jason Cwik each scored eight.
But despite Varsity guard Ira
Katuran's exhortation's from the
stands to, "Play d' 'Dee'," the JV
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y hris Klots
Last Saturday's first j ndoors track
was highlighted by
Eddie Wilmer s school record performance in the high juinp. Wilmer
shattered the previous indoor Haver. ford best with a mark of 6'6", easily .
~t-tering his personal high since arnvmg at Haverford. T he Fords
sh?uld have a_ powerful tande~ in
this event this year, as preVIous
record-holder -Tom Glasser (who
compete~ in other events Saturday) is
~!so looking forward to an outstandmg season.

mee~ ~t ~iden;r

basketball team's pressure defense
was burned continually in the second
half.
Haverford stayed close throughout
the frrst half, behind the passing of
Pomerantz and Cwik, and with McCoy filling the lane. At halftime, the
score was 35-32, Williamson. Most of
Haverford's starting five were in foul
trouble, though, which dimmed the
Fords' hope for a second half comeback.
This was the ]V's third loss of the
year, against two victories over Penn
State Media and Ursinus. Coach
Sekelick, assessing the season to date;
said it had been a year of "ups and
downs." He went on to say that the
team won when really motivated. In
this loss to Williamson~ as in their
other losses, Sekelick said they were
just ''flat."

by Larry Kravetz

Other Haverford performances in
the field events included John Pro'·
f
·
verb s Jump o 12'0" m the pole vau1t
and Mike Larkin's effort of 37'8" in
the shot put. There were some good
efforts in the sprints, also. Dave
Meyers made it to the finals in the 50
yard high hurdles, where he clocked a
time of 7.0 seconds. In the 5Q yard
dash, Meyers and Barry Boden ran
equal times of 5.9 seconds. Andy

Sherry ran the quarter mile in 54.2 to
lead Haverfordians.
Tom Donnelly's distance crew was
as usual superior To Gl
'
·. '
·
m asser ~ent
out m _sub-56 seconds for the quarter,
but sui! held on to win the 880 in
-1:58.4. Dave Monroe returned with a
fin_e 2:02.9 race to help 'Disco' out.
Mike Sheely showed that he still had
the firepower which makes him one
of the area's most feared run
b
~inning the mile in a time ofU:75
Jim Dalton, Liam O'Neill and Bill
Hoffinan
were the .best of an e n t.Ire
.
contmgent of Fords? each of them
broke the 4:40 barner in the mile.

.J.
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H_o~an and O'Nelll are fresh-

Liam IS only 16 years old and
s ows a great deal of talent. Phil
Schuchert, competing again after a
marvelous cross country season, raeed to a 1~:04 in the two mile.
The rrule relay squad of Boden,
Paul Vanek, _Sheely and John Cannon
clocked a time of 3:46. Then, as
Harry Durney turned out the lights,
some JOkers continued to run around
the track i? the dark. Allegedly they
were runnmg a ~o mile relay, but
reallyThthey"A"were JUSt .having. some
fun
.
~
t:ru:: firushed m _crrc3
8 .4 5·
h. ' while the B team may still be
t ere.

DE PASQUALE QUARTET & GUESTS!
BEETHOVEN! TCHAIKOVSKY!
FREE TO BI-COLLEGE STUDENTS!
SUNDAY JAN. 31,8 PM, ROBERTS
Pick up ticket at Sunday brunch
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